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ABSTRACT 

 A device was designed to measure the ground reaction force under the foot and 

provide real-time feedback as a method for gait modification. Two force sensitive 

resistors (FSRs), a micro processor, Bluetooth, and a rotary motor enabled wireless data 

collection, on board processing, and real-time feedback. An experiment was designed to 

calibrate the FSR sensors against ground reaction forces measured using a force plate, 

provide feedback to a subject during a 15 minute walking session, and determine if the 

subject could maintain this modified gait after feedback was removed. During the first 

part of testing the subject’s normal ground reaction force at heel strike was measured by 

both the FSRs and the force plate; the Arduino device was then programmed with this 

information. In the second part of testing subjects were asked modify their gait during a 

15 minute walking session by reducing their force at heel strike into a range of 50-75% of 

their normal force. During the third part of testing the feedback was removed and the 

force at heel strike was measured from both the FSRs and the force plate. Results 

indicated that subjects were effective at reducing the number of feedback activations for 

forces over 75%, while subjects found it much more difficult to stay above 50%, with 

almost 90% of feedback being activated for forces below 50% of the normal. It was 

found that subjects were able to reduce their force on the FSR at heel strike into the 50-

75% range and maintain this modification after feedback was removed, however only a 

5-10% decrease was seen in force applied to the force plate. This shows that subjects 

were able to modify their gait and off-load the FSR into the correct range, yet were doing 

so in a manner that did not reduce their overall force at heel strike. The device may have 



led subjects to alter their gaits by modifying how force was applied to the heel, possibly 

in addition to reducing the magnitude of the loading at heel strike.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Significance 

A study by the Centers for Disease Control in 2000 reported that over 381,000 

Americans received help in walking [1]. The risk of acquiring a gait disorder is shown to 

increase as we get older, with a recent study showing that over 20% of non-

institutionalized adults reported difficulty walking and required assistance from others or 

an assistive walking device [1]. A gait disorder is a walking abnormality resulting from 

neuromuscular, arthritic, or other body changes [2].   Health conditions including stroke, 

multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, traumatic brain injury, unanticipated accidents or 

surgical injury can cause gait abnormalities [1]. The average person takes 10,000 steps 

daily; this equates to almost 2000 miles walked every year [3]. The result is a significant 

amount of loading on one’s joints, muscles and bones.  This highly repetitive task of 

walking has the potential to amplify one’s gait disorder and hinder their mobility [1]. 

There are currently two ways of conducting clinical gait analysis to characterize 

gait disorders in order to optimize their treatment. One method utilizes a gait laboratory 

outfitted with force–measurement platforms mounted in the floors and multi-camera 

optical-tracking systems. This method provides accurate results yet requires expensive 

and often cumbersome equipment to be attached to the patient. A less expensive option is 

observational gait analysis, which requires no equipment and uses a clinician’s visual 

observations for the basis of the diagnosis and treatment plan. This method also has its 

faults as the results are qualitative and unreliable.  
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New methods of gait analysis are needed that can provide quantitative results that 

are repeatable and accurate, yet do not require an instrumented lab facility. It is important 

that the method does not compromise the patient’s gait, can record for long periods of 

time, in any environment, and is affordable. This would allow new opportunities for both 

diagnosis and treatment of many gait disorders. 

The potential benefits of removing gait analysis out of the dedicated gait analysis 

laboratory have led to a great deal of research in both academia and industry to develop 

wearable devices for this purpose. Advancements have been made in the past few years 

in areas of sensor technology, data storage, and micro-processing. Sensors have become 

smaller, more accurate, and more reliable [12] .Computing power of tiny micro-

processors has increased significantly making real-time analysis possible. This 

technology provides the necessary components for developing an alternate method of gait 

analysis. It is now possible to mount sensors, processing chips, power and feedback 

devices all on a shoe.  Researchers such as Pataky et al. [4] and Riskowski et al. [5] have 

utilized this technology to analyze a patient’s gait and have developed techniques to 

provide feedback in order to treat gait abnormalities. 

The ability to modify one’s gait can lead to a variety of benefits, including faster 

healing time of injuries, avoiding overloading/underloading a limb, improved kinematics 

for athletes, and removal of gait asymmetries [4]. Real-time feedback can also help 

amputees to walk with a more natural gait and avoid overuse injuries to the intact limb 

[5]; it can aid diabetics in sensing when too much weight is being applied to the ball of 

the foot allowing them to avoid ulcers and even amputation [6].  For this reason a device 

is being developed to monitor forces on the foot, and provide real-time feedback to the 
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wearer.  This research is one step on the path to developing a device that can combat 

some or all of the aforementioned ailments.  

 Specifically, this research seeks to reduce the loading of a limb during heel-strike.  

The repetitive nature of walking and the rate of loading at initial contact have been shown 

to lead to several disorders, including osteoarthritis [7],[8]. The ability to minimize loads 

at the heel utilizing a portable measurement device can help reduce stress on the limb [7]. 

The purpose of this study is to build on the work of Riskowski et al. [7] and Pataky [6] to 

create a device that can provide feedback in real-time based on discrete force values 

during heel-strike to modify gait by reducing the load on the foot during heel-strike. 

 

1.2 Previous Work 

1.2.1 Sensor integration into shoes 

Several devices have been developed for gait analysis utilizing a variety of 

sensors including force sensitive resistors (FSRs) [9-12], gyroscopes [13-17], 

accelerometers [18-21], temperature and humidity sensors [22], bend sensors and 

ultrasonic sensors [23-25] in order to measure and analyze gait. The ability to process 

data from these sensors instantaneously on the device via microprocessors to analyze a 

patient’s gait is becoming a common capability for these devices. These sensors are 

integrated into a shoe and used to measure several spatiotemporal parameters such as 

stride length, stride velocity, and forces on the foot [25]. Some groups have utilized the 

technology to detect abnormal gait and to correct gait abnormalities via real-time 

feedback [13],[9],[24],[26],[14] . A table featuring the types of sensors used, output, and 
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parameters was created by Morris et al. [25] and can be found in Table 1.2.1. This is 

followed by Figure 1.2.1 depicting these sensors mounted on a shoe. 

 

Table 1.2.1 From Morris et al, description of sensors used in shoe devices [25]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2.1 Image of shoe with sensors mounted on shoe [25]. 
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Inertial proprioceptive devices have been increasingly integrated into our daily 

lives with many commercial products utilizing this technology [27]. Examples include 

“smart” pens that can store notes, check spelling, and even send emails, “smart” phones 

that sense touch, orientation, and can even shuffle a music playlist when shaken [25]; 

there is also the popular Nintendo Wii enabling motion-controlled gaming [28]. The MIT 

Media Lab gives ordinary devices autonomous motion-sensing capabilities, such as shoes 

that control music playing on an iPod as the wearer dances [29].  There are several 

commercial applications such as golf-swing analysis and products from Adidas, Nike, 

FitSense and others that utilize inertial sensors to measure distance, pace, time and 

calories burned to improve an athletes’ performance [30-33].   

 

Figure 1.2.2 Images of Nintendo Wii, iPhone, and Nike + [34-36]. 

   

1.2.2 Treatment and Rehabilitation utilizing Feedback 

Disorders such as drop foot [13], diabetes [10],[22] peripheral neuropathy 

[22],[10] and overloading of a limb [9] are examples of some of the disorders being 

treated by portable electronic devices. Some groups have even utilized their devices to 
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provide electrical stimulation feedback to stimulate muscles to aid patients with drop-foot  

[13],[37] 

The use of feedback as a tool for treating patients with diabetes has the potential 

to prevent injuries to the foot by replacing the sensation of pain with auditory feedback. 

The simple ability to avoid ulcers on the bottom of the foot may help the patient avoid 

more serious complications such as amputation [10]. Batavia has done similar work, 

utilizing one FSR at the heel to provide auditory feedback using a simple detection 

system that responds to any amount of pressure applied to the sensor in order to improve 

weight-bearing techniques in a patient with spina bifida [9].  

Riskowski et al. [7] demonstrated that the rate of loading could be affected by 

providing the patient with real-time auditory feedback. The patient received feedback if 

the acceleration of the knee exceeded a predetermined threshold. This study utilized a 

knee brace to detect and correct potentially harmful rates of loading. Integrating this 

technology into a shoe would be less cumbersome, allow for a more natural gait, and 

provide a discrete solution for modifying a patient’s gait.  

Many researchers see a future in the use of feedback as a potential application for 

their gait monitoring devices and a next step in their research plans 

[13],[9],[24],[26],[14] . Despite great strides in sensor technology, several design 

challenges remain. One challenge is the balance between a device with several sensors 

that can analyze several gait parameters yet uses a great deal of processing power and 

memory storage versus a smaller device which utilizes a small number of sensors to 

measure only one or two gait characteristics and uses less memory. Despite the valuable 
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information that can be obtained from a device with many sensors, it is a challenge to 

design the device so that it is not bulky, and does not affect the wearer’s gait. Devices 

that are too large for the shoe may be worn at the hip to avoid altering gait. Another 

challenge then arises, how to deal with the wire running from the sensors in the shoe to 

the processor being worn on the body. Wearing the device at the hip may solve the 

problem of a heavy device affecting natural gait, but now the wearer must be cautious not 

to trip or catch the wire on something. Another design aspect to consider is how often 

measurements are taken which will effect memory usage and processing power.  

 

1.3 Purpose for designing this device 

A majority of the devices previously developed have only been used in a clinical 

setting, but extensive research has been done on the data acquired by these sensors. 

Researchers including Pataky [6] and Riskowski et al. [7] have begun to implement 

feedback mechanisms into their wearable devices, a direction that holds great promise for 

device-guided rehabilitation. Current shoe sensor technology has not yet combined 

analyzing specific gait patterns and discrete values, such as peak GRF, while 

simultaneously providing feedback based on specific gait criteria such as force applied to 

the foot or acceleration of the limb. 

Designing a device that can adapt to a patient’s progress over time is something  

that should be investigated. Processors now have the ability to analyze data quickly and 

could be programmed to adapt to a specific patient’s gait. The ability of a device to adjust 

to a patient’s progress will help a patient to modify their gait slowly and make steady 
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improvements over time. Currently most gait modification studies have been restricted to 

the lab, yet one day patients may be able to continue their rehabilitation at home with 

these mobile devices. Although they may still require visits to the gait lab for calibration 

and check-ups, the ability this device to allow the patient to move from a clinical setting 

to the comfort of their own home while undergoing 24-hour rehabilitation and gait 

modification could lead to faster and more efficient healing.  

 

Figure 1.3.1 Diagram of system  

A device has been developed to monitor the ground reaction force, heel-strike and 

toe-off. Two force sensitive resistors (FSRs) are secured into the shoe, one under the heel, 

the other under the ball of the front foot. A microprocessor is used to collect and analyze 

data from the FSRs to measure forces on the bottom of the foot. Voltage readings are 

calibrated by validating the ground reaction forces (N) with a force plate in order to 

obtain an accurate representation of a patient’s gait. The microprocessor analyzes each 

step instantaneously and activates small rotary motors producing light vibration to 

provide real-time tactile feedback for an incorrect step. A diagram of this process is 

depicted in Figure 1.3.1. This real-time feedback notifies the wearer that their walking 

pattern is out of a specified range and cues them to modify their gait. Figure 1.3.2 shows 

a schematic of when and how the feedback is activated.  
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This device has many potential uses including activity monitoring, providing 

corrective feedback, injury prevention, and healing assistance. Several days or weeks of 

user activity can be logged and used to analyze patient progress. This would assist 

doctors and therapists in prescribing more precise and effective treatment. The device can 

help correct for underloading/overloading, runner asymmetries, and chronic 

running/walking disorders [4]. It also has the potential to monitor occupational demands, 

asses mobility, and help patients with CP, Parkinson’s, or those who have suffered a 

stroke achieve a more normal gait pattern [1].  This device has the potential to help the 

user heal, modify, and monitor their gait.  

 

Figure 1.3.2 Schematic of process for feedback activation.  
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1.4 Specific Aims 

The specific aims of this study were to: 

 Design and build a lightweight, portable force sensor device that can be easily 

integrated into a subject’s own shoe 

 Ensure that data collection is unobtrusive so that natural gait behavior can be 

observed, with the ability to collect data over long periods of time in any 

environment 

 Measure forces on the bottom of the foot accurately 

 Provide feedback to the patient in real-time 

 

1.5 Hypotheses 

1. When ground reaction forces at heel strike are monitored by force sensitive 

resistors installed in the patient’s shoe, patients will modify their peak ground 

reaction forces at heel-strike to be within 50-75% of their baseline peak. This will 

be accomplished by activating a small rotary motor at the patient’s hip which will 

supply light tactile feedback when the patient’s heel strike does not fall into the 

50-75% range for a duration of 10 minutes. 

Rationale: A recent study by Pataky [6] demonstrated that diabetic patients 

were able to successfully reduce peak plantar pressure to 40-80% of the 

baseline peak plantar pressure during three consecutive walking cycles of 

ten steps each followed by qualitative performance feedback. Another 

study by Riskowski et al [7] showed that subjects were also able to reduce 

the rate of loading at the knee via real-time auditory feedback. 
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2.  The patient can maintain this modified gait when tested ten minutes after the 

feedback is removed. 

  Rationale: The same study showed patients were able to maintain this 

modified gait during retention tests, even at a ten day follow-up test [6]. 

 

1.6 Thesis Overview 

Chapter 2 reviews literature that contains information on the technology that has 

led to sensor integration into shoes in both research and commercial spheres, and will 

review work done by previous investigators including the state of the art technology,  

how this technology is being used to treat gait abnormalities, and rehabilitation utilizing 

feedback mechanisms. Chapter 3 presents detailed information on this projects device 

design and development, data collection, post processing, and statistical analysis. Chapter 

4 provides detailed results of device validation while Chapter 5 evaluates the outcomes of 

gait modification. Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of important implications, 

limitations, and suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Before designing this “smart shoe” device it is necessary to consider what 

technology is already available, how it is being applied, and what still needs to be 

addressed in terms of physical design and data processing. An in depth look will be taken 

at the types of sensors being integrated into shoes, what these sensors are measuring, and 

the purpose for taking these measurements. The studies of several groups that have also 

utilized these mobile measurement devices to analyze a patients gait and provide 

feedback based on the data obtained will be examined. In addition, a study of how 

feedback is being applied, what gait abnormalities the feedback is treating, and the 

benefits of this feedback will be reviewed. 

2.1 Integration of Sensors into a Shoe 

2.1.1 Types of Sensors and their purpose in a shoe 

What is the purpose of installing these sensors in a shoe and what insight can be 

gained? Gyroscopes, accelerometers, and force sensitive resistors will be considered in 

this review to understand why the sensors were used; more specifically, what is the 

sensor output and what gait parameters that can be obtained. Delving into the purpose of 

these high-tech shoes, it is apparent there are many uses for mobile measurement devices. 

Attaining valuable kinematic data or diagnosing and treating gait abnormalities are a few 

areas that researchers have been able to address. 

Research studying the use of these small sensors to obtain kinematic data began in 

the 1960s and 1970s [38]. Although much different from the work being done today, 
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even forty to fifty years ago, sensors were being integrated into shoes to track human 

movement and provide feedback. These forms of data collection and feedback became 

outdated as new technology became available, yet it is still useful to understand when and 

how this research was developed. A look at the early research conducted on sensor-

mounted shoes through the present follows. 

 

Figure 2.1.1 Image of Angular accelerometer mount from research study by Gage from 

NYU, (1) Velcro straps, (2) mounting bar, (3) accelerometers [38]. 

 

Accelerometers and strain-gauges were used by Gage in the 1960s [38] and 

Morris in the 1970s [39] to track human movements. Gage applied 2 strain gage 

accelerometers to a patient’s shank and low back to record vertical acceleration as shown 

in Figure 2.1.1. This technique allowed for a more accurate and easier to attain [38]. 

Morris applied six accelerometers to the shank of a subject to track movement. It is stated 

that strain-gauge accelerometers are well suited for measuring human movement and the 

researchers concluded that these accelerometers could indeed provide enough 

information to define human movement of a body segment, in this case the lower leg. In 

the past thirty years technology has advanced significantly, yet accelerometers are still 
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frequently used for measuring gait kinematics [39]. Morris used this technology as an 

alternative to traditional gait measurement techniques of the 1960s and 70s. Just as 

researchers today are trying to utilize this sensor technology to take data collection out of 

the lab, Morris cites his reasons for exploring this new technology were to conduct 

studies in “normal environmental conditions.”[39]  

Integrating sensors into shoes has become a widespread technology found in both 

the research lab and on the market. Researchers in academia and industry have utilized 

sensor technology such as force sensitive resistors (FSRs) [9-12], pressure sensitive 

insoles [40], ultra violet radar sensors [23-25], temperature and humidity sensors [22], 

and inertial measurement units such as accelerometers [18-21] and gyroscopes 

[14],[16],[17],[13],[15]. Such sensors are used to measure quantities such as ground 

reaction force, stride length, and stride velocity [23],[25],[26].  

A gyroscope is a sensor that measures orientation utilizing the principle of 

conservation of momentum. There are different types of gyroscopes pictured in Figure 

2.1.2, including a basic mechanical gyroscope found in spinning tops and yo-yos, 

piezoelectric and micro electro-mechanical system (MEMS) gyroscopes are used in 

electronic devices, as well as fiber optic and quantum gyroscopes [41]. Gyroscopes can 

be used in place of magnetic compasses, stability assistance or in guidance systems by 

measuring angular velocity in an inertial reference frame. These devices are accurate and 

affordable, yet data analysis requires significant processing power and memory storage 

[41]. 
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Figure 2.1.2 Mechanical gyroscope [42], and piezoelectric gyroscope [43]. 

 

A common method of gait detection is to use gyroscopes mounted on the shoe, 

shank or thigh.  Gyroscopes can be used to obtain momentary angular velocity to find the 

point of true heel-off and thus detect the beginning of swing phase and to track ankle 

angel and horizontal velocity [[14],[44],[16],[17],[45].  Pappas et al. [14] used a system 

with three force sensitive resistors and a gyroscope to detect four phases during walking, 

including stance, heel-off, swing, and heel-strike.  The systems showed a very high 

reliability of 99% detection reliability on varying ground surfaces and inclinations [46]. It 

has been found that they are good to use for long periods of time because of their low 

power and current consumption, yet require a great deal of processing power and memory 

storage. 

An accelerometer is a device that measures acceleration. Single and multi-axis 

accelerometers can be used to detect magnitude and direction of acceleration which can 

sense orientation, acceleration, vibration shock and falling [47]. Piezoelectric (Figure 

2.1.3), Piezoresistive, and capacitive components take mechanical motion and turn it into 
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an electric signal [47]. Accelerometers are used in many industries including: the 

automotive industry to monitor acceleration, factories to monitor pumps, fans, and 

compressors, and in navigation systems, for medical applications, and in our “smart” 

phones to sense orientation [47].  

    

Figure 2.1.3  Three-axis accelerometer with microcontroller [48], and piezoelectric 

accelerometer [49]. 

 

Another team developed a device to measure walking distance [44]. Utilizing an 

accelerometer mounted at the subject’s toe, a gyroscope, and an atmospheric pressure 

sensor, Sagawa et al. [44] were able to classify patterns of walking into level walking, 

ascending and descending. This technique can be more accurate than a simple pedometer 

because it does not need inputs such as stride length or ground inclination to monitor 

physical activity. Although the team was successfully able to estimate horizontal and 

vertical distances during walking, the device does not measure forces at the bottom of the 

foot and does not provide the user with feedback about their walking activity.  

Force sensitive resistors are used to measure force or pressure. Force sensitive 

resistors are piezoresistive and made of a conductive polymer that changes resistance as 

force is applied [50]. The construction of a force sensitive resistor and the final product 
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are shown in Figure 2.1.4. Force sensitive resistors can be used as pressure-sensing 

“buttons” for car occupancy sensors, in portable electronics, and as a measurement tool in 

the gait lab [51]. Pros to using FSRs are the size, typically less than .5mm thick, they are 

cost effective and also shock resistant. A disadvantage is their low precision [51].  

 

Figure 2.1.4 Force sensitive resistor sensor construction, Image of Flexi Force Sensor 

 

Force sensitive resistors (FSRs) are routinely installed in shoes to measure force 

distribution under the foot. By strategically placing sensors under the heel and forefoot, a 

clinician can predict ground reaction forces, replicate the force versus time curves 

typically obtained from a force plate, and gait cycle phases such as heel strike and toe off 

[25]. Several groups utilize this technology to monitor loads and peak plantar pressure on 

the foot to help treat disorders such as diabetes and peripheral neuropathy [9],[10],[13]. 

Others analyze the impact loads at heel-strike to prevent overloading of the limb and 

monitoring the healing of tibial fractures [12],[7]. 
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Figure 2.1.5 Schematic of the GaitShoe system.[25] 

 

Some research groups including Xu et al. [8] and Morris et al. [10] have 

developed devices that integrate multiple sensors into the shoe that can detect up to 14 

different gait parameters in real-time. The shoe developed by Morris et al. is shown in 

Figure 2.1.6 and depicts a schematic of their GaitShoe system. This system integrates 

several different sensors into one device to create a mobile gait laboratory. Xu et al. 

[23],[24] have even built technology in that has the ability to detect abnormal gait 

patterns. Several other groups have integrated real-time gait monitoring into their devices 

[23],[26],[9],[13].  

 

2.1.2 Commercialized Products and the State of the Art 

There are examples of sensor laden foot-wear all around us. Several companies 

have harnessed this sensor technology and integrated it into products found all around us 
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[27]. Motion analysis programs have been taken from the gait lab into sporting stores and 

into the golf course to analyze and improve a golf swing [30]. Shoes we wear have been 

equipped with sensors that monitor our running and push us to work harder [32], tracking 

time, pace, distance and calories burned. Interactive gaming systems and smart phones 

utilize gyroscopic and accelerometer technology to detect controller and phone 

orientation. They enable tricks like shaking the phone to shuffle a playlist, or using a wii 

controller to engage in an interactive alternate reality doing activities such as fishing, or 

bowling [52]. This sensor technology affects almost every aspect of our daily lives 

(Figure 2.1.6). Interactive dance shoes developed by MIT’s media lab control your 

playlist and play music corresponding to the beat of your shoes dancing [29].  

 

Figure 2.1.6 Nintendo Wii system, iPhone, and Nike + [34-36].  

 

Sensors have been integrated into shoes in many different ways. The current state 

of the art is being developed by researchers at MIT’s Media Lab [53] incorporates several 

sensors to create an all-in-one package as shown in Figure 2.1.7. Information about 

motion, position, and pressure distribution are transmitted wirelessly in real-time. These 
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sensors are integrated into the users’ own shoes and do not affect the user’s gait [26],[54]. 

Some of these characteristics are important to this study as well. It is important that users 

can use their own shoes to monitor their gait, feel comfortable, and notice no change in 

their gait while wearing the device. This ensures that the user’s gait is unaffected by the 

device and gait modification will not be hindered by the device or a foreign shoe. One 

thing the shoe developed by MIT’s Media Lab lacks is the ability to provide feedback to 

the user.  

 

Figure 2.1.7 MIT’s Media Lab’s Dance Shoe [43] 

Xu et al. [24] have created a series of sophisticated devices over the past few 

years. In 2006 they developed a shoe that uses human gait as a dynamic method for 

human identification as unique and more secure method of identification than a password 

or fingerprint. The shoes use 14 real-time gait parameters to model an individual’s gait. 
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Another model developed in 2008 detects abnormal gait by detecting various gait patterns 

including normal gait, toe in, toe out, oversupination, and heel strike [23]. 

 

2.2 Utilizing Feedback for Rehabilitation and Gait Modification  

To understand these ailments a little better, a more detailed look is taken of gait 

abnormalities and potential remedies via feedback from sensor infused foot-wear.  

Forms of biofeedback date back to the early 1970s. In these studies biofeedback is 

defined as “providing the patient with relatively immediate information, or feedback, of 

some bioelectric response.” Feedback was primarily used to treat psychosomatic 

disorders. This type of therapy was shown to aide in muscle retraining, speech 

impediments, and tension headaches [55].  Today researchers use feedback in several 

forms including, auditory, tactile, and functional electrical stimulation (FES).  

Utilizing sensors that monitor temperature, pressure and humidity under the foot 

aid patients with diabetes and peripheral neuropathy. Morley et al. [22] use this 

technology to help suffers of these diseases avoid foot ulcers that can lead to serious 

injuries and ultimately amputation. Morley uses this device to monitor the environment 

inside a patient’s shoe and track their health, rather than using the device to provide 

immediate feedback.  

Batavia et al. [9] used a small pressure sensing device to detect force applied to 

the foot. During weight-bearing training auditory feedback was supplied in concert with 

force applied to the sensor aiding patients with gait retraining. Auditory feedback was 

provided as soon as force was applied to the sensor. This is beneficial for gait retraining 
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when the user cannot detect forces applied to the foot as a side effect from disorders such 

as diabetes, or stroke. However this device does not evaluate specific forces applied to 

the foot and therefore cannot provide specific corrective feedback to allow a patient to 

make more specific changes to his gait.  

In a similar study, Pataky et al. [10] monitored peak plantar pressure and duration 

utilizing force sensitive resistors in diabetics and provide auditory feedback in place of 

the sensation of pain. This device only measures the peak pressure and provides feedback 

when sufficient forces are applied. This has the potential to cause overuse injuries in the 

opposite limb if the subject drastically reduces loading on the foot being monitored in 

order to avoid the maximum force thresholds thereby suppressing activation of the 

feedback mechanism.  

In a follow-up study, Pataky et al. [6] utilized the PEDAR pressure measurement 

system for offloading training. The goal of this study was to reduce plantar pressure 

during walking by providing feedback. Results show that subjects were able to reduce 

loading on the foot during walking to 40-80% of their baseline peak. However, feedback 

was based on a subjective estimation of the patient’s performance rather than quantitative 

data, and their method of utilizing PEDAR insoles are expensive and cannot be worn 

outside the gait lab for long periods of time.  

Another common use of this sensor technology is assisting patients with drop foot. 

Pappas et al. [13] developed a device using a gyroscope which detects four phases of the 

gait cycle and simultaneously activates functional electrical stimulation to induce muscle 

contraction and aid the patient in walking. This method of feedback via stimulation is 
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best suited for disabilities related to brain stroke, spinal-cord injuries, or neurological 

diseases.  

A recent study by Riskowski et al. [7] developed a method for reducing the rate of 

loading at heel strike. A knee brace was equipped with an accelerometer and goniometer 

to measure vertical acceleration of the limb and knee angle as shown in Figure 2.2.1. It 

was proved that rate of loading could be altered (Figure 2.2.1) by providing feedback to 

the user when accelerations exceeding a predetermined limit. Benefits of reducing the 

rate of loading during heel strike may reduce the risk of osteoarthritis and similar 

disorders [7],[56]. Despite the success of this study, a knee brace may not be the ideal 

method of modifying gait because it is inconvenient to wear daily, and may hinder 

natural gait. Reproducing these results with small, discrete sensors worn in the patient’s 

own shoes is a solution to the inconvenience of a knee brace. 
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Figure 2.2.1 Showing the Knee brace designed by Riskowski et al. and results showing a 

decrease in force applied at heel strike [7].  

 

Davis’s group at the University of Delaware used verbal and visual feedback 

instructions to retrain runners with gait disorders. A runner with plantar fasciitis 

participated in several weeks of gait retraining and feedback was progressively removed. 

During a 6 month follow-up visit the runner was able to maintain their modified gait [4]. 

Motion analysis was integrated into the treatment program and was used to treat another 

runner with patellofemoral pain. Maker data was collected and segment position and 

marker position was displayed on a screen in front of the runner as the runner ran on a 

treadmill. The runner was told to alter the curves on the screen by shifting her gait to a 

more normal alignment. Over a ten week period the runner was able to modify and 

maintain this modified gait and alleviate her knee pain [4]. 
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2.3. Review of Open Issues 

It has been proven by many that one’s gait can be monitored, stored, and analyzed 

in real-time. Sensors have only become smaller making it easier to integrate them 

seamlessly and discretely into a shoe. Means of aiding those recovering from a stroke or 

other injury have been developed. Sufferers of diabetes can now be monitored around the 

clock to ensure appropriate pressure distribution to the balls of their feet in order to avoid 

foot ulcers and possible amputation. The ability to modify one’s gait via feedback has 

been demonstrated by researchers in recent studies, yet the subject’s ability to maintain 

this modified gait has not been studied. 

Despite the massive strides made in sensor-integrated shoe technology, there is 

still much to explore. Although some groups have managed to integrate seven or more 

sensors into the shoe, bulky processors, battery packs, and sensors mounted on the shoe 

can make the shoe bulky and cumbersome (Figure 2.3.1) It may cause wearers to walk 

abnormally as a result of the additional weight and will cause the center of pressure on 

the foot to deviate towards the heel of the foot, potentially causing gait abnormalities.  

 

Figure 2.3.1 Hardware mounted on shoe 
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Some simpler models utilize a few simple force sensitive resistors to monitor 

forces under the foot and provide feedback, yet they do not compute specific forces. 

Other researchers which have access to specific ground reaction force information have 

only used qualitative verbal feedback to modify a subject’s gait.  

The device being developed for this study will address some of the deficiencies 

seen in previous studies. The device is designed to carry most of the sensors at the hip 

rather than on the shoe in order to minimize possible changes in gait due to heavy or 

cumbersome shoes. Discrete forces will be measured, stored and used to analyze the 

ground reaction force for an entire step. Quantitative feedback will be provided instantly 

after toe-off to the user via tactile feedback by an on-board processing device. After gait 

modification, the subject will be tested without feedback in order to determine if the 

modified gait can be maintained after feedback is removed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODS 

 

3.1 Device Design 

 

A device was designed to monitor and measure forces on the bottom of the foot 

from heel strike to toe off in real-time. Data is collected via two force sensitive resistors 

(FSRs) secured to the sole of the subject’s shoe, one of which is positioned under the 

heel, the other under the ball of the first metatarsal. This battery operated devices uses a 

microprocessor to collect, analyze, and transmit the peak forces at heel strike. The 

microprocessor activates a rotary motor if the user under-loads or over-loads the sensors 

positioned under the heel during heel strike. Tactile feedback in the form of light 

vibration alerts the user of the incorrect step and prompts them to modify their gait. This 

information is transmitted wirelessly via Bluetooth and stored to a local computer in 

order to monitor the data over time and analyze the effectiveness of the device. A 

diagram of this process is depicted in Figure 3.1.1.  

 

 

Figure 3.1.1 Diagram of system  

 

A threshold for feedback activation is determined during an initial calibration test 

to determine an appropriate threshold for the subject. For this study, subjects are asked to 
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modify their gait by reducing their peak ground reaction force at heel strike from the 

value recorded during normal walking at a comfortable pace to a range that was between 

50-75% of this force. If the subject’s ground reaction force was below 50%, the feedback 

mechanism is activated for a short burst (200 ms); if the ground reaction force peak was 

above 75%, the feedback mechanism was activated for a longer burst (400 ms). This 

scheme was intended to signal to the subject whether he was taking on too much or too 

little load at heel-strike and thus helps him to more effectively modify his gait. The 

feedback is activated just after toe-off. Figure 3.1.2 shows a schematic of when and how 

the feedback is activated.  

 

 

Figure 3.1.2 Schematic of process for feedback activation. 
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This device is composed of an Arduino microprocessor, two FSRs, a Bluetooth 

transmitter, a small rotary motor, and a power source consisting of a single AA battery 

holder with a 5 V DC step up. Figure 3.1.3 shows the device with these labeled 

components. The circuit diagram for this device is shown below in Figure 3.1.4 

 

 

Figure 3.1.3 Device with labeled components. 
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Figure 3.1.4 Schematic of circuit for the device. 

 

 The Arduino was selected because it is easy to modify and adapt to different 

sensors. It allows for both analog and digital input/outputs, which suits this design’s use 

of analog FSRs and a digitally powered motor; it also has built in transmission and 

receiving pins to run Bluetooth.  The Arduino is low cost and versatile, making it the 

ideal processor for this device [57]. FlexiForce force sensitive resistors (FSRs) from 

Tekscan were chosen to measure forces on the foot [58]. They are very thin, which 

allows them to be placed in the shoe while not interfering with the subject’s gait. When 

inserted into the shoe, the shoe does not need to be altered at all, and the wearer cannot 

feel them. They are low cost and can effectively measure the range of forces that will be 
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collected. They are also not significantly affected by temperature or humidity. Some drift 

is noticeable over time, but this is easily adjusted for in post processing.  

 Bluetooth was chosen as the best method to transmit and save the data because it 

can transfer an unlimited amount of data; instead of having a small amount of memory 

storage on the device, data can be stored on a computer, with much more storage space. 

The wireless option allows subject’s to walk longer distances unhindered by wires 

running from the device to the laptop, which could hinder the subject’s gait. In summary, 

the Bluetooth allows for a wireless method to collect large amounts of data. For this 

device the Bluetooth Mate (Sparkfun Electronics; Boulder, CO) was used [59]. Battery 

power enabled this to be a wireless device by removing the need for an outside power 

source. The power source uses one AA battery with a 5 volt step up circuit to run the 

Arduino at the needed 5 volts; this device utilized the 5V DC to DC Step Up – 1AA from 

Sparkfun Electronics [60]. Using only one AA battery ensures a light-weight device that 

can provide power for several hours.  

A MODEL vibration rotary motor (Sparkfun Electronics; Boulder, CO) was 

chosen as the best option to provide feedback to the subject [61]. It is a very small, light, 

and low cost motor. Tactile feedback is subtle unlike auditory feedback which could 

attract attention and cause distractions when testing in a larger gym area. Using tactile 

feedback, only the subject is aware of feedback activation. Data sheets for each of these 

components can be found in Appendix B. 
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3.2 Subjects 

For this study 9 young healthy subjects between the ages of 21 and 27 were 

tested.  The subject pool included five males and four females, with heights of 1.74 ± 

0.09 m and body masses of 74.4 ± 15.1 kg. A summary of statistics for all participating 

subjects can be found in Table 3.2.1. Although nine subjects participated in this study; 

subject one was excluded from the data analysis because a sensor was connected 

incorrectly during the study which resulted in collection of unreliable data. All subjects 

provided informed consent before participating in the study and The Pennsylvania State 

University’s Institutional Review Board approved the study (Appendix A). 

 Eligible subjects met the study’s requirements of being between the ages of 18-

40, owning athletic footwear with removable insoles that could be worn for the duration 

of the study. Subject’s did not have any musculoskeletal or neuromuscular abnormalities 

that cause pain or restrict the range of lower extremity motion, and subjects were able to 

walk for ten minutes at a self-selected pace. General statistics for the subjects used in this 

study were computed (Table 3.2.2). 

 

Table 3.2.1. Summary of statistics for all the subjects that participated in this study.  

 

Subject # Age HT (m) Mass (kg) Sex 
1 23 1.63 58.9 M 

2 23 1.65 61.7 F 
3 21 1.70 58.1 F 
4 27 1.72 95.3 M 
5 22 1.80 70.3 M 
6 26 1.90 96.2 M 
7 24 1.77 77.1 F 
8 24 1.70 65.8 F 
9 23 1.83 86.2 M 
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Table 3.2.2. Mean, STD, and range of statistics of subjects. 

 

  Mean STD Range 

Age 24 1.9 21-27 

HT (m) 1.74 0.09 1.63-1.90 

Mass (kg) 74.4 15.1 58.1-96.2 

 

 

 

3.3 Data Collection 

 

3.3.1 Device Application and Testing Part 1 

 

A motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp; Santa Rosa, CA) utilized a  

force plate (Kistler, Inc. Amherst, NY)  to capture ground reaction force data during 

walking operating at 1000 Hz.  Data from the force plate is used during post-processing 

to calibrate the FSRs to the force plate and to demonstrate that the FSR can be used to 

measure ground reaction force as an alternative to using a force plate. A velocity tracking 

system was used to measure the subject’s velocity for each walking trial. The velocity 

measurements are used to monitor the subject’s velocity before and after the subject’s 

gait have been modified. Measuring the velocity gives one indicator of how the subject 

may have modified their gait to reduce ground reaction forces at heel strike. Force data 

were also collected from the wireless device via the FSRs. 

 To begin, the subjects were informed of the details of the study. They would be 

asked to perform ten good walking trials, a ten minute walk, and then ten more walking 

trials. Their age, height and weight was recorded at the beginning of the study. Subjects 

were asked to remove their right shoe and two FSRs were installed in the subject’s shoe.  

The insole was removed and sensors were placed in the appropriate locations on the heel 

and forefoot as shown below (Figure 3.3.1).  This sensor placement allows the device to 
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measure the ground reaction force under the heel and under the ball of the first 

metatarsal. After the sensors were secured in place with athletic tape the subject was 

asked to put the shoe on and tie the laces so they were comfortable. Athletic tape was 

chosen over other adhesives because it was easy to remove from both the shoe and the 

sensors, did not damage the sensors in any way, and kept the sensors in place for the full 

duration of the study. The subject was asked to tie the processing component of the 

device to the hip which was secured with a cloth belt. The cloth belt allowed for a 

variable subject waist size and stayed tied as long as needed (Figure 3.3.2). The wires 

running from the FSRs to the processor were an appropriate length to avoid tripping or 

tangling during walking. In some instances a small piece of athletic tape was used to 

secure the wire to the subject’s leg to ensure the wires would not hinder the subject’s gait. 

 

 

Figure 3.3.1 Placement of FSR sensors on insole of shoe. FSR 1 under the ball of the 

forefoot and FSR 2 under the ball of the heel. 

 

FSR 2 
FSR 1 
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Figure 3.3.2 Subject wearing the device. Wires can be seen running from the FSRs to the 

device which is secured at the waist. 

  

 Before data collection began, subjects were asked to practice walking at a normal 

pace and to ensure that their right foot struck the middle of the force plate and their left 

foot did not strike the force plate.  The subjects walked in one direction to allow for 

uniform data analysis during post processing (Figure 3.3.3).  Before each set of ten trials 

were collected the force plate was reset and zeroed.  During each of the ten trials, three 

data quantities were collected including force data from the force plate, force data from 

the wireless device, and velocity from the velocity tracking system.  
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Figure 3.3.3. This picture defines the direction subjects walked during walking trials. 

 

Testing began once the subject was comfortable walking with the device on and 

hitting the force plate correctly. A Matlab program (CollectData2.m) was used to activate 

connection to the Bluetooth and begin data collection. After the connection was made, 

the subject was told to start walking and the researcher started the motion system to 

record force plate data. Both systems collected data for 5 seconds.  After the trial was 

complete, the wireless data were processed using another Matlab file (plots2.m). Force 

data from the FSRs were plotted over the 5 seconds and the average ground reaction 

forces at heel strike were calculated and recorded; this processing took approximately 30 
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seconds per trial. The full Matlab code files can be found in Appendix C. The velocity 

was recorded and the system was reset for the next trial. The motion system software was 

automatically incremented to the next trial for data collection. Ten “good” trials were 

collected from each subject.  A trial was considered “good” if the subject hit the force 

plate with only the right foot during the 5 second time period that both the wireless 

device and the force plate were collecting data. After completing ten walking trials, the 

subject was asked to untie the belt and remove the processor from their waste and was 

given a short five to ten minute break. Schematics showing the flow of data through the 

data collection units and code files are shown below (Figure 3.3.4, 3.3.5) 

 

 

Figure 3.3.4 Flow of data through devices and data collection equipment. 
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Figure 3.3.5 Flow of data through code, including inputs and outputs 

 

3.3.2 Data Analysis, Feedback and Testing Part 2 

 

The ground reaction forces at heel strike were averaged over each walking trial 

using the Matlab file plots2.m, and then averaged over the ten trials in order to find the 

subject’s average ground reaction force at heel strike. The Arduino processor was 

programmed using the Arduino software. For each subject, the software was programmed 

to the subject’s specific force at heel strike by entering their average ground reaction 

force at heel strike determined from the ten walking trials in part one of testing (Figure 

3.3.6). The Arduino code (shoe5.pde) monitors the subject’s forces at heel strike and is 

programmed to help a subject modify their gait by reducing their ground reaction force 

during heel strike to 50-75% of their normal force. The Matlab code used to collect and 

process the FSR data and the full program used to run the Arduino can be found in 

Appendix C.   
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Figure 3.3.6  The subject’s average ground reaction force at heel strike is programmed 

into the Arduino code. 

 

The Arduino program detects a step and analyzes the heel strike. It is programmed 

to activate the rotary motor just after toe-off if the subject is below or above the 

prescribed 50-75% threshold. If the subject’s ground reaction force at heel strike is below 

50% the motor is activated for a short buzz of 200 ms. If the subject’s ground reaction 

force is above 75% the motor is activated for a long buzz of 400ms. These activation 

durations were determined via trial and error. Subjects reported that the signals were 

Heel Peak Value 

dependent on 

Subject Data 
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different enough that the subject could easily tell if it was a short or long buzz while also 

being short enough that the motor would be done activating before the next step.  

  

 

Figure 3.3.7 Updated schematic showing flow of data through device with feedback and 

inputs/outputs in associated code. 

   

After the Arduino is programmed the subject and researcher walk to a small gym 

area to walk for approximately 15 minutes. The subject is notified they are trying to 

reduce the ground reaction force at heel strike to between 50-75% of the 100% peak 

present during normal walking. Once there the subject secures the device to their waist 

and the feedback rotary motor is connected to the device and secured to the subject’s 

clothing using athletic tape if needed (Figure 3.3.8). The Matlab code (CollectData2.m) 

used to collect data from the device is reprogrammed to collect 120,000 data packets, or 

200 packets per second for ten minutes. Due to processing delays in the Matlab collection 

code, walking sessions were approximately 15 minutes long. During the walking session 

four columns of data are transmitted from the Arduino via Bluetooth to the laptop 

including: FSR1, FSR2, activation of short buzz, and activation of long buzz. An updated 

schematic of the device with feedback and data flow is shown above (Figure 3.3.7).  
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Once the device connects to the laptop, which can take between 3-15 seconds, the subject 

is asked to walk at a comfortable pace until all data is collected, approximately 15 

minutes. They are instructed to modify their gait in any way in order to minimize or 

eliminate feedback activation. After all data packets have been collected, the walking 

session is over and the subject is told they can stop walking. The subject and researcher 

return to the gait lab to complete part three of the testing.  

 

 

Figure 3.3.8 Device is secured to the subject’s waist, feedback is connected to the device 

and tactile feedback from the rotary motor can be felt at the hip. 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Feedback removed and Testing Part 3 

 

  The feedback is removed and the device is returned to its original state (Figure 

3.3.4). After returning to the gait lab the subject is allowed to practice walking so that the 

right foot hits the force plate. The subject is reminded that another ten trials will be 

collected, using the same protocol used during session one of the study. They are asked to 
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continue walking with the modified gait they used to reduce or eliminate feedback 

activation. Another ten trials are collected using the same protocol as session one of the 

study, with data from the force plate, wireless device, and velocity tracking system being 

collected (Figure 3.3.4).  

After ten good trials are collected, the subject is asked to remove the device from 

their waist and to carefully remove their shoe. The researcher then carefully removes the 

tape and sensors from the subject’s shoe. The subject has completed the study and is now 

free to leave. 

A detailed description of this protocol, including methods for how to operate the 

motion system and setup the experiment can be found in Appendix D. As mentioned 

previously, the code used to operate the Arduino device and to collect and process the 

data on the laptop can be found in Appendix C.  

 

3.4 Post Processing 

3.4.1 Post processing of data collected in Part 1 and 3 of testing 

 The data collected from part 1 and 3 of testing must be processed using the 

method to be described. The first step in post processing is to the process the force plate 

data files collected using the motion analysis system. There are several steps to get them 

into a format that can be used in Matlab. The files are originally saved as .trb files and 

must be converted to .c3d files using the EVaRT software. Load the project file, then load 

the tracks file. Export this file as a .c3d file and save the file using an appropriate naming 

convention, in this case “Subject#_session#_trial#”. The file can now be loaded into 

Matlab to create a .mat file with the necessary ground reaction force data. The Matlab 
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script “Process_ForcePlate1.m” was created to process all ten trials in each session at one 

time. The file loads the .c3d file and using the subfunction load_c3d_FSR pulls the 

ground reaction force data from the .c3d file and saves it as 

Force_Plate_session#_trial#.mat. A diagram of this process is shown below (Figure3.4.1) 

 

 

Figure 3.4.1 This schematic shows the process for processing data collected from the 

force plate using the motion analysis system. 

   

 A master script was written in Matlab to process the FSR data and force plate data 

simultaneously, in order to compare data from the two devices and demonstrate that using 

a FSR is a suitable method to measure and replicate ground reaction force data. This code 

loads the FSR data in the form Subject#_session#_trial#.mat and the force plate data in 

the form Force_Plate_session#_trial#. The script has several internal functions used to 
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process the data and compare the FSR data to the force plate data. A diagram detailing 

this process can be found below (Figure 3.4.2). 

 

 

Figure 3.4.2 This diagram depicts the Master code that processes both the FSR 

data and force plate data and outputs key data and charts.   

 

 The force plate data is analyzed in Master_FP_Peaks.m using the ground reaction 

force values and time as inputs. The start and end of the step on the force plate is 

determined along with step length, peak values at heel strike and toe on, minimum value 

during mid stance, and the time index for when all these events occurred. This 

information is used later in the program to determine the appropriate intervals of FSR 

data to use for the regression analysis in Master_Data_for_Regression.m.  

 FSR values are loaded from a .mat file into the Master.m code and assigned to 

vectors for heel and toe data. The data is collected by the Arduino from the FSR as a 10 
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bit analog number from 0-1023. Master_Data_To_Volts changes these values into a 

voltage value between 0-5 Volts. This range was determined from the power input used 

by the Arduino which is 5V. The FSR data is then filtered using a nyquist second order 

filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. The filtered heel and toe data is then plotted over 

time and the user is asked to select the start and end of heel and toe strike corresponding 

to the step on the force plate using the Matlab function ginput (Figure 3.4.3) 

 

 

Figure 3.4.3 Plots of filtered FSR data over time. User selects start and end of heel and 

toe data for the step corresponding to the step on the force plate. 
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 These points are then used in Master_Analyze_Step.m to find the interval for this 

step and the maximum values at heel strike and toe on.  The data is plotted to easily view 

the data and to visually compare it to the ground reaction force data obtained from the 

force plate (Figure 3.4.4)  

 

Figure 3.4.4 Plot showing one step of FSR data which corresponds to the step on the 

force plate. 

 

 Key data points from these two data sets are used to define the appropriate 

intervals for regression analysis. Master_Data_for_Regression.m matches the heel and 

toe peaks from the FSR and force plate to align the two data sets. The force plate data is 

divided into two intervals, heel on to the minimum value at mid stance and mid stance to 

toe off. The peaks from the force plate data in these two intervals are then aligned with 

the peaks from the FSR heel and toe data. Two intervals are then defined for the FSR data 

which are equal in length to their corresponding force plate intervals.  These intervals are 

then used in Master_Regression_Analysis.m and a linear regression is performed on the 

FSR data to predict the FSR force value in newtons. The force plate data and predicted 

FSR data is then plotted together over time. These plots show that a linear regression can 
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be performed to predict FSR forces and that the FSR is a suitable sensor to replicate force 

plate data. (Figure 3.4.5) This method is used to process the ten trials collected in part 

one and the ten trials collected in part three of testing. Key data points from these two 

sessions:  max value at heel strike from FSR in volts, FSR predicted in newtons and force 

plate in newtons, are exported to excel for statistical analysis.  

 

Figure 3.4.5 Plot of force plate (black) and predicted FSR data (blue) over time.  First 

plot shows interval for heel data and the second plot shows the interval for the toe data. 

 

 The FSR data is not filtered before undergoing regression analysis which accounts 

for the spikes in the predicted FSR data (Figure 3.4.5). For better comparison, the FSR 

data was filtered using a 4
th

 order lowpass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 

Hz, the same filter used to filter the force plate (Figure 3.4.6). To quantify how well the 

FSR sensor could replicate the force plate data the correlation coefficient was calculated 
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for the relationship between predicted FSR data and force data collected from the force 

plate. This analysis was repeated to compare the filtered predicted FSR data and force 

plate data in order to compare the effectiveness of filtered vs unfiltered data in replicating 

the force plate data. 

 

Figure 3.4.6 Plot of force plate and filtered predicted FSR data over time.  First plot 

shows interval for heel data and the second plot shows the interval for the toe data. 

 

 

3.4.2 Post processing of data collected in Part 2, walking with feedback 

 Data from the walking session with feedback is stored in a .mat file containing 

four data sets including FSR1, FSR2, low feedback activation, and high feedback 

activation. The Matlab file Walking_process.m is used to process this data set. The data 

of interest is the number of times the rotary motor is activated over a certain number of 

steps throughout the walking session. Due to processing delays in the Matlab code, 
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subjects’ walking session times varied slightly between 15 and 20 minutes. In order to 

adjust for the additional practice some subjects may have received due to a longer 

walking session, the number of steps taken during the walking session was computed.  

 

Figure 3.4.7 Plot of peaks found during walking session to ensure all steps are being 

found and accounted for. 

 

To compare the same interval for all subjects, only the first 600 steps of each 

walking session were analyzed. Walking_process_steps.m was used to find the peaks in 

the walking data to count the number of steps in each walking session (Figure 3.4.7). The 

data was then divided into ten equal intervals of 60 steps each. The number of feedback 

activations is summed over each interval. This data is then plotted over time (Figure 

3.4.8). This allows a visual assessment of feedback activation over time. Regression 

analysis and the correlation of the sum of the activations over time were calculated. 
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Figure 3.4.8 The plot top left shows activations occurring when grf at heel strike is 

below 50%, the plot top right shows activations occurring when grf is above 75%, and 

the bottom plot shows the total number of activations 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS: DEVICE VALIDATION 

4.1 Using FSRs to Predict Ground Reaction Forces 

 The reliability of using FSRs to replicate ground reaction force data was 

determined using force plate data as a control. The FSR collected data for multiple steps, 

data that corresponded to the step collected by the force plate was isolated for comparison 

to the force plate data (Figure 4.1.1). A linear regression analysis was performed on the 

FSR data from the ten walking trials collected during both part one and three of testing.   

 

 

Figure 4.1.1 Plot showing one step of FSR data which corresponds to the step on the 

force plate.  

 

The linear regression performed on the FSR data from the heel and toe intervals 

closely matches the path of the force plate data (Figure 4.1.2). The correlation coefficient 

was calculated for this relationship, with an average of 0.84 for the heel interval and 0.75 

for the toe interval (Table 4.1.1). The FSR data is not filtered before undergoing 

regression analysis which accounts for the spikes in the predicted FSR data. For better 
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comparison, the FSR data was filtered using a 4
th

 order lowpass Butterworth filter with a 

cutoff frequency of 5 Hz, the same filter used to filter the force plate (Figure 4.1.3). The 

correlation coefficient for this comparison is 0.92 for the heel interval and 0.72 for the toe 

interval (Table 4.1.1). A slight increase in the correlation between FSR and force plate 

data is obtained using filtered data for the heel interval, however a small decrease is seen 

in the correlation between these two data sets for the toe interval. 

 

Figure 4.1.2 Plot of force plate and unfiltered predicted FSR data over time.  First plot 

shows interval for heel data and the second plot shows the interval for the toe data. 

 

 

 

The improvement in correlation with the filtered data is most likely due to 

smoothing the data and removing the noise. The slight decrease in correlation for the toe 

interval despite removing the noise from the FSR sensors may be from a slight difference 

in the forces collected by the FSRs and force plate, as evident in Figure 4.1.3. During a 
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step, the force applied inside the shoe to the FSR is slightly different than the force being 

applied to the force plate. The offset in data is more noticeable during the toe interval 

than in the heel interval and hence affects the correlation.  

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.3 Plot of force plate and filtered predicted FSR data over time.  First plot 

shows interval for heel data and the second plot shows the interval for the toe data. 
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Table 4.1.1 Correlation coefficient of force plate data and predicted FSR data with 

average over all subjects for FSR data that has been unfiltered and filtered.  

 

FP vs FSR unfiltered  FP vs FSR filtered 

Subject Heel Toe  Subject Heel Toe 

2 0.89 0.82  2 0.98 0.75 

3 0.85 0.79  3 0.89 0.64 

4 0.94 0.83  4 0.95 0.86 

5 0.84 0.74  5 0.94 0.63 

6 0.74 0.61  6 0.80 0.52 

7 0.77 0.69  7 0.94 0.72 

8 0.88 0.68  8 0.96 0.84 

9 0.81 0.84  9 0.92 0.82 

       

Average= 0.84 0.75  Average= 0.92 0.72 
 

 

4.2 Calibration Differences and Drift 

FSR sensors are not all exactly alike and they may have different calibration 

constants. In a few instances drift is seen in the FSR sensor under the forefoot. By 

breaking the force plate data into two intervals and performing regression analysis on 

each sensor, factors such as calibration difference and drift can be accounted for. In most 

cases calibration differences were very small and drift was negligible. Figure 4.2.1 is a 

representative example of this case. Plots for all subjects and trials can be found in 

Appendix D. 
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Figure 4.2.1 Subject 2 session 1. Plot top left shows FSR data over time, plot top right 

shows an isolated step from the FSR data, the bottom plot shows predicted FSR data with 

force plate data 

 

An example of differences in calibration can be seen in data collected from 

Subject 9. The sensor under the forefoot was replaced before data collection due to 

damage of the previous sensor from bending and the sensor was evident from the plots 

that this sensor was calibrated differently. It can be seen in Figure 4.2.2 that the voltages 

are much higher in the FSR measuring force under the toe in red than from the FSR under 

the heel in blue, which had not been replaced. However, by analyzing the intervals 

individually, a correlation coefficient of 0.81 and 0.84 for the heel and toe intervals 

respectively is obtained (Table 4.1.1).  
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Figure 4.2.2 Subject 9 session 2. Plot top left shows FSR data over time, plot top right 

shows an isolated step from the FSR data, the bottom plot shows predicted FSR data with 

force plate data 

 

 

Another factor to account for is drift which is seen in the FSR measuring force 

under the forefoot in Subjects 4 and 6 due to a rise in temperature inside the shoe. Drift 

was not observed in the FSR measuring force under the heel. Figure 4.2.3 and Figure 

4.2.4 show the drift between sessions 1 and 2 in the FSR measuring forefoot data; 

although drift occurs, regression analysis can still be performed and the correlation 

between the predicted FSR data and the data collected from the force plate was found to 
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be 0.94 for the heel and 0.83 for the toe in session 1, and 0.95 for the heel and 0.86 for 

the toe interval in session 2 (Table 4.1.1). These correlation coefficients are higher than 

the correlation coefficient averaged over all the subjects. This shows that despite drift in 

the sensor, a good fit to the force plate data can be achieved. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.3 Subject 4 session 1. Plot top left shows FSR data over time, plot top right 

shows an isolated step from the FSR data, the bottom plot shows predicted FSR data with 

force plate data. 
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Figure 4.2.4 Subject 4 session 2. Plot top left shows FSR data over time, plot top right 

shows an isolated step from the FSR data, the bottom plot shows predicted FSR data with 

force plate data. 

 

 

4.3 Comparison of FSR and Force Plate Peak Forces at Heel Strike 

 

 Peak ground reaction forces at heel strike were predicted for the FSR data using 

the linear regression model. Table 4.2.1 contains the predicted FSR forces and the actual 

force measured by the force plate. It can be seen that the % change in these two values 

was less than 8% on average for session 1 and less than 10% on average in session 2. In 

all cases the predicted FSR force is higher than the force observed by the force plate.  
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Table 4.2.1 Percent difference of ground reaction force at heel strike between FSR 

predicted values and force plate values. 

Session 1    

Subject # Max FSR predicted Force Plate % Difference 

2 1154.1 1100.7 4.6 

3 1022.3 968.9 5.2 

4 1502.6 1496.3 0.4 

5 1203.5 1138.2 5.4 

6 1339.7 1218.3 9.1 

7 1669.4 1506.0 9.8 

8 1629.4 1439.8 11.6 

9 1484.6 1253.7 15.6 

    

  Average =  7.7 

 

Session 2    

Subject # Max FSR predicted Force Plate % Difference 

2 1268.4 1157.3 8.8 

3 957.5 906.0 5.4 

4 1459.4 1360.3 6.8 

5 1238.8 1123.4 9.3 

6 1084.2 1031.2 4.9 

7 1741.3 1564.3 10.2 

8 1721.7 1483.4 13.8 

9 1293.1 1079.2 16.5 

    

  Average= 9.5 

 

The cause of this difference could be a result of the FSR data being unfiltered. 

The spikes in this data set could cause a slight offset in the predicted FSR peak force 

causing these values to be larger than the force measured from the force plate (Figure 

4.2.5). This difference in peak force could also be a result of the forces applied to the 

FSR being slightly different than the forces applied to the force plate. This is evident in 

Figure 4.1.3, the FSR data has been filtered and the FSR peak is slightly higher than the 
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force plate peak. Forces absorbed by the shoe could be a result of this difference in force 

at heel strike. Detailed data for each subject can be found in Appendix D. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.5 Plots showing unfiltered data with spikes in the data that could cause a 

slight offset the predicted FSR peak values 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS: GAIT MODIFICATION 

5.1 Modifying gait through real time feedback 

  To ascertain the effectiveness of the gait modification, the walking session was 

divided into ten equal intervals of 60 steps each. The number of activations in each 

interval was plotted as a bar graph to show changes over the walking session to show if 

subjects were able to adjust their gait in response to the feedback. Figure 5.1.1 enables 

patterns to emerge in feedback activation over the walking session. All subject-specific 

bar graphs of the walking data can be found in Appendix D. These graphs can also give 

clues to how the subjects reacted to the feedback. 

 

Figure 5.1.1 Bar graph showing # of activations for low, high, total for each of ten 

intervals of 60 steps each. 
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The number of feedback activations during a gait modification session were 

compared to the total number of steps taken during that session to discover how the 

subject learns to modify his gait over the course of the session. The number of steps taken 

during a walking session was calculated for each subject and was found to be an average 

of 654 steps with a standard deviation of 24 (Table 5.1.1).  The total number of feedback 

activations over an entire walking session was 1200 activations on average. These 

numbers would indicate that feedback is activated twice for ever step taken by the 

subject. Figure 5.1.2 and Figure 5.1.3 show plots of the beginning and end of the walking 

session with feedback activations for each step. High activations can be seen in red, while 

low activations are shown in green. It was found that the number of activations for forces 

below 50% made up 87% of the total number of activations (Table 5.1.2). This high 

number of low activations is in part due to false activations in the low feedback due to 

noise picked up by the sensor.  

 

Table 5.1.1 Average number of steps taken during the gait modification walking session. 

Subject 
Total # Steps 

Taken   

2 693   

3 647   

4 663 Average= 654 

5 634 STD= 23.6 

6 654   

7 616   

8 674   

9 650   
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Figure 5.1.2 Plot of beginning of walking session showing steps and feedback 

activations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5.1.3 Plot of end of walking session showing steps and feedback activations. 
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Table 5.1.2 Number of Feedback activations for each condition, below 50% (low), above 

75% (high), total activations, and % of total 

 

# of Feedback Activations During Walking Session 

Subject Low High Total  % Low % High 

2 1185 275 1461 81.1 18.9 

3 617 50 667 92.5 7.5 

4 918 73 991 92.6 7.4 

5 1344 75 1419 94.7 5.3 

6 1180 256 1436 82.2 17.8 

7 1117 339 1457 76.7 23.3 

8 1367 118 1484 92.1 7.9 

9 1113 174 1288 86.4 13.6 

      

  Average # Activations   =  1275.4 

   Average % Low  = 87.3 

   Average % High =  12.7 
 

 

Statistics were calculated to determine trends and correlation of the activations, 

with results shown in Figure 5.1.4. It was found that subjects were able to reduce their 

ground reaction force at heel strike below 75%.  In all subjects, the number of feedback 

activations for forces over 75% of normal decreases over time (Table 5.1.2).  The number 

low activations and total activations was not found to decrease during the walking 

session. This may have been due to the false activation of the low buzz set off by noise 

picked up in the sensor. Additional plots for this linear regression analysis can be found 

in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.1.4 Regression analysis calculated for high feedback activations over the 

walking session. 

 

 

Table 5.1.3 Regression analysis of walking data for each subject including slope of linear 

regression and R
2
 correlation coefficient. 

 
Regression Analysis High 

Activations over Walking Session 

Subject R2 Slope 

2 0.66 -5.81 

3 0.33 -1.92 

4 0.38 -1.53 

5 0.38 -1.11 

6 0.17 -0.61 

7 0.39 -3.36 

8 0.09 -0.39 

9 0.61 -1.55 

   

Avg: 0.38 -2.04 
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5.2 Maintaining modified gait after removal of feedback 

 After gait modification, part three of testing determined if subjects were able to 

maintain the modified gait. To determine if gait modification was maintained, the forces 

collected from the FSR and force plate in testing part one and three were compared. The 

forces obtained from the FSR sensors are depicted by the x’s in Figure 5.2.1. The x’s in 

the blue area show a decrease in force from the first session to the second, while data 

markers in the red have increased from session one to session two. The area in yellow 

depicts the force range of 50-75% of normal that subjects were trying to obtain during 

heel strike. It was found that 6 out of 8 subjects were able to effectively reduce their peak 

force at heel strike into the yellow interval reducing their forces by 25-50% (Table 5.2.1).   

On average, these subjects reduced their force at heel strike by 40%. 

 

 

Figure 5.2.1 Plot showing how FSR data has changed from session one to session two. 
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Table 5.2.1 Max force at heel strike collected from the FSR sensors and force plate 

before and after gait modification and the % change in this force. 

 

Max FSR at Heel Strike    Max Force Plate at Heel Strike 

Subject  Session 1 Session 2 % Change  Subject  Session 1 Session 2 % Change 

2 0.45 0.22 50.9  2 1100.7 1157.3 4.9 

3 0.59 0.36 39.7  3 968.9 906.0 -6.9 

4 0.73 0.39 46.8  4 1496.3 1360.3 -10.0 

5 0.23 0.17 25.8  5 1138.2 1123.4 -1.3 

6 0.24 0.22 7.7  6 1218.3 1031.2 -18.1 

7 0.31 0.31 -0.9  7 1506.0 1564.3 3.7 

8 0.28 0.20 28.3  8 1439.8 1483.4 2.9 

9 0.40 0.18 54.0  9 1253.7 1079.2 -16.2 

         

  Average= 40.9    Average= -10.5 

 

This can be compared to the peak forces at heel strike from the force plate 

measurements. This data shows that 5 of the 8 subjects were able to reduce their force at 

heel strike on the force plate (Table 5.2.1). However, there is a smaller decrease in force; 

on average a reduction of 10% is seen verse the average 40% in those able to reduce their 

force on the FSR sensors during heel strike. Figure 5.2.2 graphically depicts the change 

in force plate data from session one to session two, with markers in the blue area showing 

a decrease and markers in the red area showing an increase. Note from the graph that 

none of the forces have been reduced into the yellow interval which corresponds to a 50-

75% reduction in force. This indicates that subjects are learning how to use the 

cushioning effects of the shoe or altering their gait in different ways to reduce the force 

on the FSR heel sensor while only slightly lessening the force at heel strike. 
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Figure 5.2.2 Plot showing how the force plate data(black) and predicted force plate data 

(red) has changed from session one to session two. 

 

Peak forces (in newtons) at heel strike were also predicted for the FSR data; 

however, this data may not be an accurate representation of the force. If the force being 

applied to the FSR and the force plate is different because of gait modification 

techniques, it does not make sense to use the force plate peak to calibrate the FSR peak. 

Figure 5.2.2 shows the predicted force plate data as the red markers which are mostly 

scattered around the unity line, showing little change in predicted FSR force before and 

after the gait modification walking session.  

 The velocity was recorded for both sessions in order to see if subjects are 

reducing their velocity as a way to reduce their ground reaction force. A decrease in 

velocity can be seen in 6 of the 8 subjects (Table 4.3.3). However, only two subjects 

showed a significant change in velocity with a decrease of 10% or more. Calculating the 
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standard deviation of the velocities, two subjects showed no statistically significant 

change in their velocity. The other four subjects show changes velocity of less than 4%. 

These changes are represented in Figure 5.2.3. This indicates that subjects are finding 

ways to modify their gait and reduce the force at heel strike in other ways than reducing 

their velocity. 

 

Table 5.2.2 Velocity of the walking trial collected before and after gait modification and 

the % change in this velocity. 

 

Velocity (m/sec) 

Subject  Session 1 Session 2 % Change 

2 1.46 1.50 2.8 

3 1.41 1.41 -0.2 

4 1.46 1.26 -15.4 

5 1.44 1.43 -0.4 

6 1.46 1.44 -1.4 

7 1.60 1.66 3.8 

8 1.70 1.65 -2.8 

9 1.59 1.44 -10.8 
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Figure 5.2.3 Plot showing how velocity has changed from session one to session two 

 

In one case, Subject 7 was unable to reduce his force at heel strike on the FSR or 

on the force plate and no gait modification was seen. This indicates that this method of 

gait modification may not be ideal for all people.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Key Results 

 Force sensitive resistors were found to replicate the ground reaction force 

measured by the force plate with correlation coefficients 0.84 and 0.75 for the heel and 

toe sensor respectively. The difference in peak force at heel strike between the predicted 

FSR force and the actual force measured by the force plate was less than 10% for both 

sensors (Table 4.2.1). This indicates that FSR sensors are effective in measuring ground 

reaction forces.  

 During the gait modification walking session, all subjects were able to reduce the 

number of high buzz activations over a 15 minute walking session (Table 5.1.3). Low 

activations did not decrease over time, which was in part due to false activations caused 

by noise from the sensor. It is unknown if the subjects were able to reduce the number 

low activations over time by keeping their force at heel strike above the 50% threshold.  

Subjects were able to off-load the FSR sensors into the 50-75% of normal force 

range (Figure 5.2.1), showing that subjects were able to modify their gait and maintain 

gait modification after feedback was removed. However, only a 10% reduction in force at 

heel strike was observed in measurements from the force plate (Figure 5.2.2). This could 

be a result of subjects modifying their gait in a way that off-loads the sensors but does not 

reduce their force at heel strike. For example, it was observed that subjects rolled their 

foot on impact or loaded the medial or lateral side of the heel as mechanisms to off-load 

the FSR. Subjects did not significantly reduce their velocity as a means for reducing their 

force to the FSR. 
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6.2 Comparison of Results to Previous Investigators 

 Results from this study are comparable to those found in similar studies by other 

investigators. A study by Pataky et al. [6] utilized the PEDAR pressure measurement 

system and demonstrated that diabetic subjects were able to reduce peak plantar pressures 

to 40-80% of their normal peak. They also showed that subjects were able to maintain a 

statistically significant reduction in this plantar pressure at all retention tests, even at ten 

days after gait modification. Subjects were given qualitative feedback every three trials 

which consisted of ten consecutive steps during gait modification. These subjects 

performed as many sets of gait modification trials as needed in order to reduce their 

plantar pressure into the appropriate interval of 40-80%. In this study, six of eight 

subjects showed reduction of force to 50-75% of the normal force at heel strike. 

Several differences in methodology are worth noting. In this study, subjects were 

not given unlimited time to modify their gait. Subjects received feedback based on 

quantitative measurements, and received feedback after each step. Retention of gait 

modifications was only measured ten minutes after gait modification and it is unknown 

whether or not subjects could maintain this gait modification one, five, and ten days later.  

Riskowski et al. [7] utilized a knee brace to measure rate of loading at initial 

contact of the limb using a goniometer and accelerometer.  Auditory feedback was given 

to the subject if tibial accelerations of knee angle exceeded threshold limits. This study 

utilized FSR sensors to measure the force at heel strike as a less invasive means to detect 

force at initial contact and tactile feedback was activated if a subject’s force was not in 

the 50-75% threshold. It was noted by Riskowski et al. that subjects were able to reduce 

their rate of loading via auditory feedback. Similarly, in this study, subjects were able to 
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modify their gait and reduce the number of high buzz activations throughout the walking 

session. Retention of gait modification was not investigated by Riskowski et al.  

 

6.3 Important Implications 

The results of this study indicate that gait modification to reduce the ground 

reaction force at heel strike is possible as evidence by the reduction in force applied to the 

FSR after feedback was removed. However, the absence of force reduction to the force 

plate indicates that additional sensors may be needed to guide the method of gait 

modification. It was observed that subjects were offloading the FSR by rolling their foot 

at heel strike or putting more force on the medial or lateral edges of their heel instead of 

simply reducing the force applied to the heel at heel strike. This type of modification 

behavior signifies that this device could be used help a patient learn to load or off-load 

their foot in specific ways. For example, gait modification targeting reduction in 

pronation or supination by measuring forces under the medial or lateral heel.  

Other benefits to using this device to modify gait include a cheaper alternative to 

the gait lab. The minimalistic design of this device moves the processing components to 

the hip which results in a less cumbersome device that does not alter gait and utilizes 

sensors that cannot be detected by the wearer. Wireless capabilities remove the need for a 

treadmill or long wires and enables patients to modify their gaits in the comfort of their 

own home.  
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6.4 Important Limitations 

There were a few limitations to be noted in this study. Due to time constraints, 

gait modification was only measured ten minutes after the gait modification walking 

session. In the future it would be beneficial to measure the retention of gait modification 

over longer periods of time. 

 The Matlab program used to acquire data via Bluetooth from the Arduino 

experienced delays in processing time and on occasion dropped approximately 1% of the 

total packets sent. A few alterations to the code could alleviate these processing delays.  

 The number of low buzz activations set off during the walking session was 

inflated due to false activations caused by noise picked up by the sensor. Therefore, it 

was difficult to determine if subjects were able to modify their gait to the lower 50% limit 

throughout the modification walking session. Updates to the Arduino code that processes 

the FSR force data could help alleviate these false activations 

 Subjects were found to modify their gait in ways to off-load the sensor while not 

significantly reducing their force at heel strike. Only one FSR sensors was used under the 

heel to measure ground reaction force. This was sufficient for normal walking, however 

as subjects began to alter their gait by shifting their weight off the sensor it became 

evident that a larger FSR or multiple FSRs should be used to detect force at the heel. In 

addition, because motion data was not collected, the mechanisms used to analyze how 

subjects altered their gait was assessed through visual observation. Measuring the angle 

and accelerations of the foot before and after gait modification could give more detailed 

clues to how subjects modified their gait.  
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 Another limitation of this study was that only healthy subjects were tested; it is 

unclear how subjects with injuries or gait abnormalities would perform and benefit from 

gait modification using this device. Even when testing healthy subjects, limitations were 

noted. Everyone walks with a slightly different gait, designing sensor placement 

techniques and programming the device to account for these differences are areas that 

need improvement. In this study, sensors were mounted onto the sole of the subject’s 

shoe. Data was collected to ensure correct sensor placement. If the sensors were not 

picking up sufficient forces, the sensor placement was adjusted slightly by visually 

assessing the subject’s gait. Using a pressure distribution system such as a PEDAR 

pressure measurement system would help the investigator to see how the subject loads 

their foot and guide sensor placement using a pressure map rather than visually 

assessment.  

 

6.5 Future Work 

 Future work should include adaptations to create a more robust device able to 

detect a variety gait modification techniques and limit the affects of noise from the sensor. 

Collecting accelerations of the foot or more detailed force profiles from FSRs, could shed 

light on the gait modification techniques utilized in this study. The best method for 

modifying gait, including time and number of gait modification sessions, form of 

feedback, and method of instruction is still uncertain and should be investigated. 

Studying effectiveness of gait retention days and weeks after gait modification will be 

critical in order for clinicians to utilize this device for gait modification in therapy.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

 

TEMPLATE  

Informed Consent Form for Biomedical Research 

The Pennsylvania State University 

  

Title of Project: 

 

Principal Investigator: Stephen J. Piazza 

     Address: Biomechanics Lab 

   29 Recreation Building 

   Penn state University 

        Phone: 814-865-1972 

         Email: sjp12@psu.edu 

 

Other Investigator(s):  Tara Sulewski 

Elizabeth Liotta 

 

This is to certify that you, _______, have been given the following information with 

respect to your participation as a volunteer in a program of investigation under the 

supervision of Dr. Stephen Piazza.  

 

1.  Purpose of the study:  

You are being asked to participate in a study being conducted in The 

Biomechanics Lab, which is a laboratory specializing in studies of posture and 

walking.  The purpose of this study is to measure the forces acting on the foot and 

provide feedback based on these forces in order to modify gait.  These 

measurements will be used to understand how one modifies their gait and the 

learning curve associated with gait modification. 
 

2.  Procedures to be followed:  

Fifteen healthy volunteers between the ages of 18-40 years of age will participate 

in this study.  You and the other volunteers will have measurements of both your 

height and weight taken.  Two Force Sensitive Resistors will be placed in your 

shoe and secured with athletic tape. You will wear a belt attached to a small micro 

processing device. Two small rotary motors will be applied to the skin near the 

hip.  

  

Subjects will be asked to walk approximately twenty feet, starting about seven 

feet behind the force plate.  The participants will then walk across the force plate 

at their preferred walking pace, making sure that one foot makes a complete step 

onto the plate.  They will have time to practice.  Ten walking trials will be 

recorded.  Each trial will last five seconds. 

 

You will receive a 15 minute break while calibration of the data is performed by 

the investigator. A seating area and reading materials will be supplied. 

ORP USE ONLY:  IRB#  Doc#  

The Pennsylvania State University 
Office for Research Protections 

Approval Date:   

Expiration Date:   

Biomedical Institutional Review Board  
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Subjects and Investigators will walk to the Rec Hall Indoor Track. A ten minute 

walking session will commence in rec hall. Data will be collected from the Force 

Sensors in the subjects shoe. Feedback will be provided to the Subject based on 

their gait patterns. 

 

Subjects will travel back to the Biomechanics Laboratory and will be asked to 

walk across the force plate again using the same procedure used at the beginning 

of the session. Ten walking trials will be recorded.  Each trial will last five 

seconds. 

 

3.  Discomforts and risks:   

There are minimal to no risks associated with this study.  There are no known 

risks associated with wearing force sensitive resistors in the shoe, wearing a micro 

processing device, or recording of your movements using the motion analysis 

system.  There is a slight risk that you may develop slight discomfort while 

wearing the force sensors in your shoe.  If you should experience any discomfort 

during these trials, please inform the researcher and you will be given an 

opportunity to adjust the sensors, rest, or discontinue the experiment.  All of these 

risks are minimal, however, considering your age and health and pose no risk of 

injury beyond those encountered in normal daily activities. 

 

If you feel that you cannot or should not perform any of these tasks, you should 

not participate in this study. 
 

4. Benefits:  

There is no direct benefit for participating in this research.  There is an indirect 

benefit of contributing to the research in the field. The results of this study will 

contribute to a better understanding of how real-time feedback effects gait 

modification. 
 

5.  Duration/time of the procedures and study:   

Your visit to The Biomechanics Lab will last approximately 1.5 hours. You will 

be required to come for 1 visit and perform 20 walking trials that last 5 seconds 

each, and one walking session that will last 10 minutes. 

 

6.  Alternative procedures that could be utilized: 

The described procedures were designed to obtain specific data on forces applied 

to the bottom of the foot during walking. Although alternative methods exist for 

making these measurements, the approach that we are using will best allow us to 

correlate feedback and force applied to the foot on gait modification.  You may 

choose not to participate in this research. 
 

7.  Statement of confidentiality:  

Any data collected in this experiment will remain confidential.  The data will be 

located with a locked room inside a file cabinet in The Biomechanics Lab and 
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remain under the supervision of Dr. Stephen Piazza.  The information will be kept 

confidential, only the investigator and his assistants will have access to the data. 

 

Any identifiers, such as your name or personal information, will be kept separate 

from the actual data. 

 
The Office for Research Protections and the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) may review records related to this project. 
 

All records associated with your participation in the study will be subject to the usual 

confidentiality standards applicable to medical records (e.g., such as records 

maintained by physicians, hospitals, etc.). In the event of any publication resulting 

from the research, no personally identifiable information will be disclosed. 

 

The Office of Human Research Protections in the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Office for 

Research Protections at Penn State and the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 

may review records related to this project. 
 

8.  Right to ask questions: You can ask questions about this research. Contact Dr. Stephen 

Piazza at (814) 865-1972 with questions. You can also call this number if you have 

complaints or concerns about the research. If you have questions about your rights as 

a research participant, or you have concerns or general questions about the research, 

contact The Pennsylvania State University’s Office for Research Protections at (814) 

865-1775. You may also call this number if you cannot reach the research team or 

wish to talk to someone else. 

 

9. Payment for participation: 

 

You will not be compensated for your participation in this study.   
 

11. Voluntary participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop at 

any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer. Refusal to 

take part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of benefits you 

would receive otherwise. 

 

12. Injury Clause: In the unlikely event you become injured as a result of your 

participation in this study, medical care is available. It is the policy of this 

institution to provide neither financial compensation nor free medical treatment 

for research-related injury. By signing this document, you are not waiving any 

rights that you have against The Pennsylvania State University for injury resulting 

from negligence of the University or its investigators.  
 

13.  Abnormal Test Results: In the event that abnormal test results are obtained, you will be 

made aware of the results in 3 days and recommended to contact your private medical 

provider for follow-up.   
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You must be 18 years of age or older to take part in this research study.  If you agree to take 

part in this research study and the information outlined above, please sign your name and 

indicate the date below.   

 

You will be given a copy of this signed and dated consent for your records. 

 

______________________________________________ 

 _____________________ 

Participant Signature       Date 

 

 

______________________________________________ 

 _____________________ 

Person Obtaining Consent      Date 
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Screening and Eligibility Questionnaire for Subjects 

1. Are you between the ages of 18-40 years of age? 

 

2. Do you have athletic footwear with a removable insole that you can wear for the duration of 

this study? 

 

3. Do you have any musculoskeletal or neuromuscular abnormalities that cause pain or restrict 

the range of lower extremity motion? 

 

4. Do you have any difficulty walking for ten minutes at a self-selected pace? 

 

 

Yes No

 

 

  

Yes No

 

 

  

Yes No

 

 

  
Yes No
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APPENDIX B 

Device Data Sheets 

Force Sensitive Resistors 

From: http://www.tekscan.com/flexiforce/flexiforce.html 

 

 

 

 

Benefits 

FlexiForce is reknowned for its versatility, ease of integration, and cost-effectiveness. Depending 

on the needs of the application, users can trim the sensors to the length of their choosing, or 

Tekscan can trim the force sensors to lengths of 2", 4", and 6" for an additional charge. In 

addition, FlexiForce force sensors can be custom-designed to meet the needs of an endless 

variety of applications and the high-temperature model (HT201) can measure forces in 

temperatures up to 400°F (200°C). 

FlexiForce sensors are pliable enough to allow for non-intrusive measurement. They can be 

attached to many surfaces, and can be combined with plastic or metal films for increased stiffness 

or for added protection from abrasion. 

FlexiForce: (Noun) 

Pronunciation: flex e fôrs 

1. a: a versatile, durable piezoresistive force sensor that can be made in a variety of shapes 

and sizes; b: a piezoresistive sensing device in which resistance is inversely proportional 

to applied force; 

2. a customizable, economical force measurement tool that is easily integrated into OEM 

products; 

3. a patented, ultra-thin (0.008"), flexible printed circuit that senses contact force; b: a 

force and load sensor that is available in three different force ranges, suiting a variety of 

applications for research and product development/testing. 

http://www.tekscan.com/flexiforce/flexiforce.html
http://www.tekscan.com/flexiforce/pricing.html
http://www.tekscan.com/flexiforce/applicationlist.html
http://www.tekscan.com/flexiforce/specs-flexiforce.html
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Sensor Construction 

The FlexiForce A201 force sensor is an ultra-thin, 

flexible printed circuit. The standard A201 force 

sensor is constructed of two layers of substrate 

(polyester) film. The high-temp model (HT201) is 

constructed of two layers of polyimide. On each layer, 

a conductive material (silver) is applied, followed by a 

layer of pressure-sensitive ink. Adhesive is then used 

to laminate the two layers of substrate together to 

form the force sensor. The active sensing area is 

defined by the silver circle on top of the pressure-

sensitive ink. Silver extends from the sensing area to 

the connectors at the other end of the sensor, forming 

the conductive leads. A201 sensors are terminated 

with male square pins, allowing them to be easily 

incorporated into a circuit. The two outer pins of the 

connector are active and the center pin is inactive. 

How the Sensor Works 

The FlexiForce single element force sensor acts as a 

force sensing resistor in an electrical circuit. When the 

force sensor is unloaded, its resistance is very high. 

When a force is applied to the sensor, this resistance 

decreases. The resistance can be read by connecting a 

multimeter to the outer two pins, then applying a force 

to the sensing area. In the image below, the plot shows 

both the Force vs. resistance and Force vs. 

conductance (1/R). Note that the conductance curve is 

linear, and therefore useful in calibration. View a 

demonstration. 

 

 

  
 

http://machinedesign.com/video/tactile-pressure-and-force-measurement-0803
http://machinedesign.com/video/tactile-pressure-and-force-measurement-0803
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Microprocessor 

From: http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=666 

Arduino USB Board sku: DEV-00666 

 

http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=666
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Description: Arduino is an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple i/o board 

and a development environment that implements the Processing/Wiringlanguage. Arduino can be 

used to develop stand-alone interactive objects or can be connected to software on your computer 

(e.g. Flash, Processing, MaxMSP). The open-source IDE can be downloaded for free (currently 

for Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux). 

This is the new Arduino Duemilanove. The Duemilanove automatically selects the appropriate 

power supply (USB or external power). A great description of the new functionality can be 

found here (USB fuse protection, software reset, and much more!). Board comes fully assembled 

and tested with ATMega328 pre-loaded with bootloader. Please see the Arduino support forum 

for more information about this new board revision and bootloader.  

For more information see: http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardDuemilanove  

Front 

 

Back 

 

http://www.processing.org/
http://wiring.org.co/
http://arduino.berlios.de/index.php/Main/Software
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardDuemilanove
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardDuemilanove
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Blue Tooth Transmitter 

From: http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=9358 

BlueTooth Mate 

 
sku: WRL-09358 

Description: The Bluetooth Mate is very similar to our BlueSMiRF modem, but it is designed 

specifically to be used with our Arduino Pros and LilyPad Arduinos. These modems work as a 

serial (RX/TX) pipe, and are a great wireless replacement for serial cables. Any serial stream 

from 9600 to 115200bps can be passed seamlessly from your computer to your target. We've 

tested these units successfully over open air at 350ft (106m)! 

Bluetooth Mate has the same pin out as the FTDI Basic, and is meant to plug directly into an 

Arduino Pro, Pro Mini, or LilyPad Mainboard. Because we've arranged the pins to do this, you 

cannot directly plug the Bluetooth Mate to an FTDI Basic board (you'll have to swap TX and 

RX). 

This unit ships with an RN-41 class 1 bluetooth module, a very easy-to-use and well documented 

bluetooth module. Make sure you check out the datasheet and command set links below. 

The Bluetooth Mate has on-board voltage regulators, so it can be powered from any 3.3 to 6VDC 

power supply. We've got level shifting all set up so the RX and TX pins on the remote unit are 3-

6VDC tolerant. Do not attach this device directly to a serial port. You will need an RS232 to TTL 

converter circuit if you need to attach this to a computer. 

Unit comes without a connector; if you want to connect it to an Arduino Pro, we'd suggest the 6-

pin right-angle female header. 

  

http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=9358
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=9219
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=9266
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/present.php?p=BEE-4-UART
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/present.php?p=BEE-4-UART
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=9429
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=9429
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Features: 

 Designed to work directly with Arduino Pro's and LilyPad main boards 

 FCC Approved Class 1 Bluetooth
® 

Radio Modem 

 Very robust link both in integrity and transmission distance (100m) - no more buffer 

overruns! 

 Low power consumption : 25mA avg 

 Hardy frequency hopping scheme - operates in harsh RF environments like WiFi, 

802.11g, and Zigbee 

 Encrypted connection 

 Frequency: 2.4~2.524 GHz 

 Operating Voltage: 3.3V-6V 

 Serial communications: 2400-115200bps 

 Operating Temperature: -40 ~ +70C 

 Built-in antenna 

Dimensions:  

 Board: 1.75x0.65" 
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Rotary/Vibration Motor 

From http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=8449 

 

sku: ROB-08449 

Description: A vibration motor! This itty-bitty, shaftless vibratory motor is perfect for non-

audible indicators. Use in any number of applications to indicate to the wearer when a status has 

changed. All moving parts are protected within the housing. With a 2-3.6V operating range, these 

units shake crazily at 3V. Once anchored to a PCB or within a pocket, the unit vibrates softly but 

noticeably. This high quality unit comes with a 3M adhesive backing and reinforced connection 

wires. 

 

Data Sheet on Next Page 

  

http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=8449
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Power Source  

From http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=8248 

5V DC to DC Step Up - 1xAA 

 
sku: PRT-08248 

Description: The is a wonderfully simple 5V power source from Bodhilabs. This unit uses a 

single AA battery and generates 5V using a DC to DC step up circuit. A jumper is provided on 

the unit to disconnect power and includes a terminated (right is red) connector. Perfect for all 

those 5V applications that need to be small, and run on less than 100mA. 

 

Specifications: 

 Voltage regulation: +5V +/-3% 

 Typical current: 100mA or less. 

 Typical ripple: 150mV peak-peak (*) @ 135kHz 

No Data Sheet Available from Sparkfun.com 

Front 

 

Back 

 

http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=8248
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APPENDIX C 

Arduino Code: 

 

shoe.pde 

 
// Pin Definitions 

int Motor1Pin = 5; 

int Motor2Pin = 6; 

int Sensor1Pin = 0; 

int Sensor2Pin = 1; 

 

// Storage Variables 

int Sensor1Value = 0; 

int Sensor2Value = 0; 

unsigned long Motor1Time1 = 0; 

unsigned long Motor1Time2 = 0; 

unsigned long Motor2Time = 0; 

int Motor1On1 = 0; 

int Motor1On2 = 0; 

int Motor2On = 0; 

int Sensor1Peak = 0; 

int Sensor2Peak = 0; 

 

int HEELPEAK = 85; 

int UpperLimit = 75; 

int LowerLimit = 50; 

int MINPEAK =HEELPEAK / 10; 

 

// Delay time for Vibration Motors 

int DELAY_TIME_MOTORS1 = 200; 

int DELAY_TIME_MOTORS2 = 400; 

int DELAY_TIME_STEP = 500; 

unsigned long PeakTime = 0; 

int LookForPeak = 0; 

 

// Loop frequency in Hz (roughly).  It's probably not going to be exact 

double LOOP_FREQUENCY = 200; 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  Serial.begin(115200); 
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  pinMode(Motor1Pin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(Motor2Pin, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(Motor1Pin,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(Motor2Pin,HIGH); 

} 

 

void loop() 

{ 

  // Read the Analog Ports 

  Sensor1Value = analogRead(Sensor1Pin); 

  Sensor2Value = analogRead(Sensor2Pin);   

   

  // Accumulate the sensor values  

  Sensor1Peak = Sensor1Value > Sensor1Peak ? Sensor1Value : Sensor1Peak; 

  Sensor2Peak = Sensor2Value > Sensor2Peak ? Sensor2Value : Sensor2Peak; 

   

  // Check for some peaks, if LookForPeak is true 

  if (((double)Sensor2Value < 5)  && (Sensor2Peak > MINPEAK) && LookForPeak) 

  { 

    if  (Sensor2Peak < (double)LowerLimit/100.0*(double)HEELPEAK)  

    { 

       digitalWrite(Motor1Pin,LOW); 

       Motor1On1 = 1; 

       Motor1Time1 = millis(); 

       LookForPeak = 0; //Set this so we stop checking for new peaks temporarially 

       PeakTime =  millis(); 

    }  

    if  (Sensor2Peak > (double)UpperLimit/100.0*(double)HEELPEAK)  

    { 

       digitalWrite(Motor1Pin,LOW); 

       Motor1On2 = 1; 

       Motor1Time2 = millis(); 

       LookForPeak = 0; 

       PeakTime =  millis(); 

    } 

    Sensor2Peak = Sensor2Value; 

  } 

   

   // Enable peak detection after some time has passed 

  if ( !LookForPeak && millis()-PeakTime > DELAY_TIME_STEP) 

  { 

    LookForPeak = 1; 
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  } 

  // Check to see if we triggered a motor event 

  // Turn the motor on, and record the time we did it. 

   

   

  // Turn the motor off, it's been on for a short buzz 

  if (Motor1On1 && (millis()-Motor1Time1 >  DELAY_TIME_MOTORS1)) 

  { 

    digitalWrite(Motor1Pin,HIGH); 

    Motor1On1 = 0; 

  } 

  // Turn the motor off, it's been on for a long buzz 

  if (Motor1On2 && (millis()-Motor1Time2 >  DELAY_TIME_MOTORS2)) 

  { 

    digitalWrite(Motor1Pin,HIGH); 

    Motor1On2 = 0; 

  } 

   

    // Print the values 

  Serial.print(Sensor1Value); 

  Serial.print(','); 

  Serial.print(Sensor2Value); 

  Serial.print(','); 

  Serial.print(Motor1On1); 

  Serial.print(','); 

  Serial.println(Motor1On2); 

 

  delay(1.0/LOOP_FREQUENCY*1000.0); 

} 
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Matlab Code: 

 

CollectData.m 

 
% How many seconds to collect data for 
seconds = 5; 

  
if exist('s','var'); 
    if isfield(s,'Status') && s.Status  == 'open' 
        fclose(s); 
    end 
    delete(s); 
    clear s 
end 
disp('Connecting to Arduino...'); 
s = serial('COM10', 'baud', 115200); 
try 
    fopen(s);    
catch oops 
    disp('Error opening serial port :(') 
    err = lasterror; 
    disp(err.message); 
    return; 
end 

  
disp('Connected!'); 
 drops = 0; 

  
values = []; 
secondstogo = seconds; 
for i=1:seconds*200 
    data = fgetl(s); 
    if length(str2num(data)) == 4 
        values = [values; str2num(data)]; 
    else 
        values = [values; [-1 -1 -1 -1]]; 
        disp(['Warning: dropped data at ' num2str(i)]); 
        drops = drops+1; 
    end 

     
    if mod(i,200) == 0 
        clc 
        secondstogo= secondstogo-1; 
        fprintf('Time remaining: %d\n', secondstogo); 
    end 
end 

  
fprintf('Finished collecting data, lost %d out of %d 

packets\n',drops,seconds*200); 
save 'Subject1_2_10.mat' values 

  
fclose(s); 
delete(s); 
clear s; 
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plots.m 

 
load Subject1_2_10.mat 

  
%Plot FSR data w/ Time 
[m,n] = size(values); 

  
Fsr1 = medfilt1(values(:,1),3); 
Fsr2 = medfilt1(values(:,2),3); 

  
seconds = m/200; 

  
Heel_Data = values(:,2); 

  
increment = seconds/m; 

  
tfinal = seconds-increment; 

  
%time = (0:increment:tfinal); 
time = (0:length(Fsr1) -1)/200; 

  
plot(time, Fsr1, 'b', time, Fsr2, 'r') 

  
%Find Heel Strike Peaks, to determine Max Forces Applied 
Heel_Strike_pks = findpeaks(Heel_Data,'minpeakheight',15, 

'minpeakdistance', 100);  

  
%Find Average Heal Strike Peak over one Walk through.  
Avg_Heel_Strike_pk = mean(Heel_Strike_pks); 

  
%Record this number for all ten walk trials, then take average for 
%programming device.  
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Master.m 

%Master Code 

  
% To Do: 
    % Find start and end of step using Heel Data, NOT Toe Data, which 

is 
    % too inconsistent.  
    %Find Peak values at heel strike in Force Plate Data, AND FSR Data. 
        %Output these values.  
    % Have program ask what session and trail # to process.  

     
% Modified 10/19/10 
    % Normalize data to one to acount for variability in subject data 
    % Adjusted number to Volts program to be out of 5 volts, not 4 

volts. 

  
% Modified 4/8/2010 
    % Simplify code into functions and smaller pieces of code 
        %all have names Master_etc... 
    % Redefine values with more appropriate names 

  
% Modified 4/5/10 - 
    % Modify code to show figure (6), then ask user to input 

appropriate index values 
    % Updated thresholding computations because data collected from 

arduino 
        % has different offset than DAQ device did 
    % Added code to change values from 0-1023 to volts 0-5V 

  
% Modified 2/18/10 
    % Perform Calibration for front foot data 
    % Find correct index numbers from Figure (6) 

     
% Modified 2/15/10 
    % Calibrate FSR to FP using y=mx+b regression  

  
% Modified 1/21/10 
    % Met w/ Dr. B, made several modifications to Code 
    % Find Start and end of Front Foot Strike 
    % Find Max value of front foot strike and match with max value of 

FP 
    % Pull out regression data from FSR and FP to use for calibration 

     
% Modified 1/20/10 
    % Pull in channel data from collect_walk_data.m using Function 
    % Find residual (STD) from each channel, using Function 

  
% Modified 12/1/09 
    % Filter walk data from FSR, butter and filtfilt 
    % Find minimum threshold for front and rear foot, zero other points 

below threshold 
    % Find start of front foot strink and end of front foot strike 
% %% 
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% Session_number  = input('Enter which session this data is from (1 or 

2): '); 
% Trial_number = input('Enter the number of the trial: '); 

  

     

  
%% Load data from FSRs 
    %load data from differnt walking trials, put in loop? or way to 
    %calculate successive trials 

     
%load Subject3_Session_number_Trial_number.mat 
load Subject2_1_2.mat 
%ensure FSR run trial matches Force_Plate trial # 

  
%Define time vector 
time1 = (0:.005:4.995); 
time = time1'; 

  
%% Load Force Plate Data 

  
%Load Force Plate .mat file 
load Force_Plate_1_2 
%ensure Force_Plate trial # matches FSR Run trial # 

  
%Redefine values to make it easier to use in code 
GRF = grf_mag; 

  
%Analyze Force Plate Data: 
 [Index_FP_Start_Step, Index_FP_End_Step, FP_Step, Length_FP_Step, 

FP_Peak1, FP_Peak2, Max_Peak1, Index_max_Peak1,... 
    Max_Peak2, Index_max_Peak2, Time_origin_Peak1, Time_origin_Peak2, 

FP_min, Index_FP_min]... 
    = Master_FP_Peaks(GRF, time); 

  
%Output: 
% Max_Peak1 
% Index_max_Peak1 

  
%Outputs: 
    % Index_FP_Start_Step - the index where the step starts on Force 

Plate 
    % Index_FP_End_Step - the end index for Force Plate 
    % FP_Step - ground reaction foce data, FP, from start index to end  
    % Length_FP_Step - length of above vector (# indices) 
    % FP_Peak1, Max_Peak1, Index_max_Peak1, Time_origin_Peak1 
    % FP_Peak2, Max_Peak2, Index_max_Peak2, Time_origin_Peak2 

  
%% Pull out data from .mat file for FSRs 

  
%Pull Out data from FSR2=chan0=fore foot data(Toe data) 
%Pull Out data from FSR1=chan1=rear foot data(Heel data) 
chan0 = values(:,1); 
chan1 = values(:,2); 
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%Process data from values 0-1023 to volts 0-5 Volts 
%Double check circuit running on 5 volts, not 4 volts 
[Toe, Heel] = Master_Data_To_Volts(chan0, chan1); 

  
%% Filter Data 
%filter second order, cutoff/nyquist   nyquist = sample/2 

  
[filt_Toe, filt_Heel] = Master_filter(Toe, Heel); 

  
%% Normalize Data 

  
% Normalize Toe Data 
abs_filt_Toe = abs(filt_Toe); 
min_filt_Toe = min(abs_filt_Toe); 
zeroed_filt_Toe = abs_filt_Toe - min_filt_Toe; 
max_filt_Toe = max(abs_filt_Toe); 

  
norm_filt_Toe = abs_filt_Toe./max_filt_Toe; 

  
% filt_Toe = norm_filt_Toe; 

  
%  
% Normalize Heel Data 
abs_filt_Heel = abs(filt_Heel); 
min_filt_Heel = min(abs_filt_Heel); 
zeroed_filt_Heel = abs_filt_Heel - min_filt_Heel; 
max_filt_Heel = max(abs_filt_Heel); 

  
norm_filt_Heel = abs_filt_Heel./max_filt_Heel; 

  
% filt_Heel = norm_filt_Heel; 

  
%% Residuals Calculations 
%calculate std error, output to command window 

  
[STD_Toe, STD_Heel] = Master_Residuals(filt_Toe, filt_Heel); 

  
%Output standard deviation so we can see if error calculations are 

acurate. 
STD_Toe 
STD_Heel 

  
%% User Enters start and end points for appropriate step using Heel 

Data from FSR data 

  
%Data window of one foot strike, zero all other , find appropriate 

index by 
%hand, know step second strike of right foot from watching subject 

during 
%trial.  
    %*Clock on Arduino has drift and not an accurate to assume the FSR 

step and 
    %Force Plate step happen at approximately the same time.  
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% plot(time, norm_filt_Toe,'r', time, filt_Heel, 'b') 

     
%Display chart that shows indices of Toe-On and Toe-Off for user 
figure(5)  
plot( time, filt_Toe, 'r', time, filt_Heel, 'b' ) 
title('Original Data with Toe-On and Toe-Off points') 
xlabel( 'Time [sec]' ) 
ylabel( 'FSR Data [V]' ) 

  
%Pick points on graph for Heel On, Heel Off, Toe On and Toe Off. 
[x,y] = ginput(4) 

  
%Pull out corridate time data for when each event occurs, round the 

value 
%to correspond with a recorded time value 
Heel_On = round(x(1)*100)/100 
Heel_Off = round(x(2)*100)/100 
Toe_On =round(x(3)*100)/100 
Toe_Off = round(x(4)*100)/100 

  
%Find the indice of the time value for each event 

  
Index_Heel_On = Heel_On/0.005 + 1 
Index_Heel_Off = Heel_Off/0.005 + 1 
Index_Toe_On = Toe_On/0.005 + 1 
Index_Toe_Off = Toe_Off/0.005 + 1 

  
% for i=1:length(time) 
%     if time(i,1)== Heel_On 
%         Index_Heel_On = i 
%     end 
%  
%     if   time(i,1) == Heel_Off 
%        Index_Heel_Off = i 
%     end   
%      
%     if   time(i,1) == Toe_On 
%        Index_Toe_On = i 
%     end   
%      
%     if   time(i,1) == Toe_Off 
%        Index_Toe_Off = i 
%         
%     end 
%      
% end 
%  
% Index_Heel_On = find(time == Heel_On) 
% Index_Heel_Off = find(time == Heel_Off) 
% Index_Toe_On = find(time == Toe_On) 
% Index_Toe_Off = find(time == Toe_Off) 

  
% Start_Step = Index_Toe_Off(Start_Step); 
% Heel_Off = Index_Toe_On(Heel_Off); 
% End_Step = Index_Toe_Off(End_Step); 
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%% Analyze One Step of FSR data which corresponds to Force Plate Step 

  

  
[Step_Toe, Step_Heel, max_Heel, Index_max_Heel, time_origin_max_Heel, 

max_Toe, Index_max_Toe, time_origin_max_Toe ]... 
    = Master_Analyze_Step_inedit(filt_Toe, filt_Heel, Index_Heel_On, 

Index_Heel_Off, Index_Toe_On, Index_Toe_Off, time); 

  

  
%% Pull out Regression data for Toe and Heel Portions of Step 

  
%Pull out Data for regression analysis for Three Intervals 
    %1. Heel_On to Heel_Off  
    %2. Toe_On to Toe_Off, where Toe_On=Heel_Off. 
    %*Is taking out Heel data during Toe_On still important with 

arduino 
    %measurement device... maybe Not, Talk to Dr. B. 
    %3. Heel data during Toe Interval *will take this data out of Toe 

Data 
    %later for regression analysis of pure Toe data. 

  
    % [FSR_reg_data_Heel, FP_reg_data_Heel, Reg_time_Heel, 

FSR_reg_data_Toe, FP_reg_data_Toe,... 
    %    Reg_time_Toe, FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval, 

Index_FP_Heel_On, Index_FP_Toe_Off, Length_FP_Step_wFSRdata]... 

  

     
[FSR_reg_data_Heel, FP_reg_data_Heel, Reg_time_Heel, FSR_reg_data_Toe, 

FP_reg_data_Toe,... 
    Reg_time_Toe, Index_FP_Heel_On, Index_FP_Toe_Off, 

Length_FP_Step_wFSRdata, Index_FSR_Heel_On]... 
    = Master_Data_for_Regression(Heel_Off, Index_max_Heel, 

Index_FP_Start_Step, Index_FP_End_Step,... 
    Heel, Toe, GRF, Index_max_Peak1, Index_max_Peak2, Index_max_Toe, 

FP_min, Index_FP_min); 

  
%Inputs: 
    %Heel_Off 
    %Index_max_Heel 
    %End_Step 
    %Heel 
    %Toe 
    %GRF 

     
%Outputs: 
    %FSR_reg_data_Heel 
    %FP_reg_data_Heel 
    %Reg_time_Heel 
    %FSR_reg_data_Toe 
    %FP_reg_data_Toe 
    %Reg_time_Toe 
    %FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval 
    %Index_FSR_Heel_On 
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%% Compare FP Intervals/Indices of FP Start/End with values for FP 

Start/End found using FSR Data  

  
%Output these values to screen to compare: 
%Start Indice found using FP data 
Index_FP_Start_Step 
%Start Indice found using FSR data 
Index_FP_Heel_On 

  
%End Indice found using FP data 
Index_FP_End_Step 
%End Indice found using FSR data 
Index_FP_Toe_Off 

  
%Length of Step using FP data 
Length_FP_Step 
%Length of Step using FSR data 
Length_FP_Step_wFSRdata 

  
%% Perform linear regression on FSR Heel and Toe Data using data from 

FP   

  
%Calculates predicted values for Heel and Toe intervals of FSR data 
[Predicted_Heel, FP_Predicted_Heel_inToe_Interval, FP_Toe_Only, 

Predicted_Toe, Max_Pred_Heel, Index_Max_Pred_Heel]... 
    = Master_Regression_Analysis(FSR_reg_data_Heel, 

FP_reg_data_Heel, ... 
    FSR_reg_data_Toe, FP_reg_data_Toe, Index_FSR_Heel_On ); 

  
%Output: 
    % Predicted_Heel 
    % Predicted_Toe 
    % FP_Predicted_Heel_inToe_Interval 
    % FP_Toe_Only 

   

  
%% Save Data (use subject name, trial #) 

  

  
% save Subject2_2_10.mat 

  
%% Outputs: 

  
%FSR max heel data in Volts 
max_Heel 
Index_max_Heel 

  
%FSR max heel data in Newtons, after undergoing regression analysis 
Max_Pred_Heel 
Index_Max_Pred_Heel 

  
%Force Plate max heel data 
Max_Peak1 
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Index_max_Peak1 

  

  
%% Plots 

  
%List of Plots: 
    %Figure(1) - Force Plate GRF(N) vs Time(sec) 
    %Figure(2) - Filtered Toe and Heel Data vs Time 
    %Figure(3) - Filtered Toe and Heel Data with Thresholding applied 
    %Figure(4) - Filtered/Threshold Toe and Heel Data, with Toe-0n and 
        % Toe-Off indicated by 'o' for On, and 'x' for Off 
    %Figure(5) - Plot original data decimated by start and end  
    %Figure(6) - One Step of Data corresponding to step on Force Plate     
    %Figure(7) - Plots regression data for FP and FSR over appropriate 

time interval.  
        % Left Subplot, Regression Data for Heel Data Plotted with 

Froce Plate Data over Time 
        % Right Subplot, Regression Data for Toe Data Plotted with 

Froce Plate Data over Time 
        % FP divide by 1000 to see values in same value range 
    %Figure(8) - Plots of actual Force Plate data and predicted data 

from FSR values 
        % Left Subplot, Actual Force Plate Data and predicted Heel Data 
        % Right Subplot, Actual Force Plate Data and predicted Toe Data 

  
figure(1) 
plot(time, GRF) 
title('Force Plate Data vs Time') 
xlabel('Time (sec)') 
ylabel('Force (N)') 
%  
% figure(2) 
% plot( time, filt_Toe, 'r', time, filt_Heel, 'b' ) 
% title('Filtered Data vs Time') 
% xlabel( 'Time [sec]' ) 
% ylabel( 'FSR Data [V]' ) 
%    
% figure(3) 
% plot(time1, Toe_Thold, 'r', time1, Heel_Thold, 'b') 
% title('Data with Thresholding Applied') 
% xlabel('Time (sec)') 
% ylabel('Force (Volts)') 
%  
% figure(4) 
% plot(time, Toe_Thold, 'r', time, Heel_Thold, 'b') 
% hold on 
% plot(Toe_On, ones(length(Toe_On),1)*mean_filt_Toe, 'ok') 
% plot(Toe_Off, ones(length(Toe_Off),1)*mean_filt_Toe, 'xk') 
% title('Thresholding with Toe-On(o) and Toe-Off(x) Indicated') 
% xlabel('Time (sec)') 
% ylabel('FSR Data [V]') 
%  
figure(5)  
plot( time, filt_Toe, 'r', time, filt_Heel, 'b' ) 
title('Original Data with Toe-On and Toe-Off points') 
xlabel( 'Time [sec]' ) 
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ylabel( 'FSR Data [V]' ) 
%  
figure(6) 
plot(time,Step_Toe, 'r', time, Step_Heel, 'b')  
title('One Step of Data corresponding to step on Force Plate') 
xlabel( 'Time [sec]' ) 
ylabel( 'FSR Data [V]' ) 
%  
% figure(7)  
% Subplot(1,2,1) 
% plot(Reg_time_Heel, FP_reg_data_Heel/1000, 'k', Reg_time_Heel, 

FSR_reg_data_Heel, 'b')  
% title('Heel vs Force Plate Data') 
% xlabel('Time (sec)') 
% ylabel('Force') 
% % legend(FP_reg_data_Heel, FSR_reg_data_Heel, 'Location', 'northwest') 
% Subplot(1,2,2) 
% plot(Reg_time_Toe, FP_reg_data_Toe/1000, 'k', Reg_time_Toe, 

FSR_reg_data_Toe, 'b')  
% title('Toe vs Force Plate Data') 
% xlabel('Time (sec)') 
% ylabel('Force') 
% % legend(FP_reg_data_Toe, FSR_reg_data_Toe, 'Location', 'northwest') 

  
figure(8)  
subplot(1,2,1) 
plot(Reg_time_Heel, FP_reg_data_Heel, 'k', Reg_time_Heel, 

Predicted_Heel, 'b') 
title('FP vs Predicted_Heel Data') 
xlabel('Time (sec)') 
ylabel('Force (N)') 
% legend(FP_reg_data_Heel, Predicted_Heel, 'Location', 'northwest') 
subplot(1,2,2) 
plot(Reg_time_Toe, FP_reg_data_Toe, 'k', Reg_time_Toe, Predicted_Toe, 

'b') 
title('FP vs Predicted_Toe Data') 
xlabel('Time (sec)') 
ylabel('Force (N)') 
% legend(FP_reg_data_Toe, Predicted_Toe, 'Location', 'northwest') 
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Master_FP_Peaks.m 

function [Index_FP_Start_Step, Index_FP_End_Step, FP_Step, 

Length_FP_Step, FP_Peak1, FP_Peak2, Max_Peak1, Index_max_Peak1,... 
    Max_Peak2, Index_max_Peak2, Time_origin_Peak1, Time_origin_Peak2, 

FP_min, Index_FP_min]... 
    = Master_FP_Peaks(GRF, time) 

  

  
% Find Max value of Force Plate Data during Heel-On 
%IMPORTANT NOTE: At least one trial was found with 2nd peak greater 

than 
%first peak, which is NOT Typical.  
%To avoid errors in assessing the data around the wrong "max" peak, 

Define 
%appropriate interval for 1st Peak to ensure using correct max value. 

  
%Declare variables for Index value of start and end of Step on Force 

Plate 
%Can use this info to compare length of Force Plate to step to length 

of FSR step 
Index_FP_Start_Step = [];    %Index of Start of Data on Force Plate 
Index_FP_End_Step = [];      %Index of End of Data on Force Plate 

  
%F = Number of interations, For this case, F=1000 frames. 
F = 1000; 

  
%Find point in Force Plate data where values are greater than 25N. 
%Store that value as Index_FP_Start_Step 
    for ii = 1:F 
        if (GRF(ii) > 25.0) 
            Index_FP_Start_Step = ii; 
            break 
        end 
    end 

     
%Find point in Force Plate data where values are less than 25N. 
%Store that value as Index_FP_Start_Step 
    for ii = Index_FP_Start_Step+10:F 
        if (GRF(ii) < 25.0) 
            Index_FP_End_Step = ii-1; 
            break 
        end 
    end 

     
%Define Full Step on Force Plate 
FP_Step = GRF(Index_FP_Start_Step:Index_FP_End_Step); 
Length_FP_Step = length(FP_Step); 

  
%Define intervals in which Peak1 and Peak2 can be found, and interval 

for Full Step 
    %Peak One equals Start frame plus approx 75 frames or 375ms     
Half_Step = 75; % Eyeballed this number from the data... can find an 

algorithm to do this automatically later 
FP_Peak1 = GRF(1:Index_FP_Start_Step+Half_Step); % heel strike 
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FP_Peak2 = GRF(Index_FP_Start_Step+Half_Step:1000); % toe strike 

  

  
%Find Max value of GRF for Peak1 and Peak2 and Index which Peak1 and 

Peak2 
%occur at 
[Max_Peak1, Index_max_Peak1] = max(FP_Peak1); 
[Max_Peak2, Index_max_Peak2] = max(FP_Peak2); 

  
% Convert index of small data set to index that makes sense with rest 

of 
% data 
Index_max_Peak2 = Index_max_Peak2 + Index_FP_Start_Step+Half_Step; 

  
%Find GRF between peaks to eventually find minimum value 
FP_midstep = GRF(Index_max_Peak1:Index_max_Peak2); 
%Min Value and Index between Peaks 
[FP_min, Index_FP_min] = min(FP_midstep); 

  

  
Index_FP_min = Index_max_Peak1 + Index_FP_min; 

  
%Time Origin for Peak1 and Peak2 
Time_origin_Peak1 = time(Index_max_Peak1); 
Time_origin_Peak2 = time(Index_max_Peak2); 
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Master_Data_To_Volts.m 

function [Toe, Heel] = Master_Data_To_Volts(chan0, chan1) 

  
%Change values from data into Voltages,  
%verify 4 volts or 5 volts if rewiring circuit 
chan0_new = chan0./1023; 
chan0_new2 = chan0_new.*5; 

  
%Define which sensor this is: Chan0 is from FSR2 which records data 

from forefoot. 
%Toe-On to Toe-Off 
Toe= chan0_new2; 

  
%Change values from data into Voltages 
%verify 4 volts or 5 volts if rewiring circuit 
chan1_new = chan1./1023; 
chan1_new2 = chan1_new.*4; 

  
%Define which sensor this is: Chan0 is from FSR2 which records data 

from forefoot. 
%Toe-On to Toe-Off 
Heel = chan1_new2; 

 

 

Master_filter.m 

function [filt_Toe, filt_Heel] = Master_filter(Toe, Heel) 

  
%filter second order, cutoff/nyquist   nyquist = sample/2 

  
[b,a] = butter(2, 30/100); 

  
filt_Toe = filtfilt(b, a, Toe); 
filt_Heel = filtfilt(b, a, Heel); 
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Master_Residuals.m 

function [STD_Toe, STD_Heel] = Master_Residuals(filt_Toe, filt_Heel) 

  

  
%12.1.09  
%Calculating Residuals for FSR data 
%FSR data collected with no Force, then data collected with constant 

force applied 
%FSR data collected during walking, residuals (error) analyzed 
%Analyze data from both chan0 (Toe) and chan1 (Heel) 

  
%Residuals = y - yhat;  
%Error should be evenly distributed about zero, display using a 

histogram 

  
yhat_0 = mean(filt_Toe(1:150)); 
yhat_1 = mean(filt_Heel(1:150)); 

  
%Declare R 
R_chan0 = zeros(150,1); 
R_chan1 = zeros(150,1); 

  
%Calculate residuals 
R_chan0 = filt_Toe(1:150) - yhat_0; 
R_chan1 = filt_Heel(1:150) - yhat_1; 

  
% x = -.005:.0001:.005; 
% hist(R_chan0); 
% hist(R_chan1); 

  
STD_Toe = std(R_chan0); 
STD_Heel = std(R_chan1); 

  
%Calculate Quantization error instead  
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Master_Analyze_Step 

function [Step_Toe, Step_Heel, max_Heel, Index_max_Heel, 

time_origin_max_Heel, max_Toe, Index_max_Toe, time_origin_max_Toe ]... 
    = Master_Analyze_Step_inedit(filt_Toe, filt_Heel, Index_Heel_On, 

Index_Heel_Off, Index_Toe_On, Index_Toe_Off, time) 

  
%Analyze data for One Step which corresponds to the step on the Force 

Plate 
%Use Start and End points defined by user. 

  
%chan0 is front foot data 
Step_Toe = 0*filt_Toe; 
Step_Toe(Index_Toe_On:Index_Toe_Off) = 

filt_Toe(Index_Toe_On:Index_Toe_Off); 

  
%chan1 is rear foot data 
Step_Heel = 0*filt_Heel; 
Step_Heel(Index_Heel_On:Index_Heel_Off) = 

filt_Heel(Index_Heel_On:Index_Heel_Off); 

  
[max_Heel,Index_max_Heel] = max(Step_Heel); 
time_origin_max_Heel = time(Index_max_Heel); 

  
[max_Toe,Index_max_Toe] = max(Step_Toe); 
time_origin_max_Toe = time(Index_max_Toe); 
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Master_Data_for_Regression.m 

function [FSR_reg_data_Heel, FP_reg_data_Heel, Reg_time_Heel, 

FSR_reg_data_Toe, FP_reg_data_Toe,... 
    Reg_time_Toe, Index_FP_Heel_On, Index_FP_Toe_Off, 

Length_FP_Step_wFSRdata, Index_FSR_Heel_On]...  
    = Master_Data_for_Regression(Heel_Off, Index_max_Heel, 

Index_FP_Start_Step, Index_FP_End_Step,... 
    Heel, Toe, GRF, Index_max_Peak1, Index_max_Peak2, Index_max_Toe, 

FP_min, Index_FP_min) 

  
%     Reg_time_Toe, FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval, Index_FP_Heel_On, 

Index_FP_Toe_Off, Length_FP_Step_wFSRdata]... 

  
%NOTE On Which End points to use: 
%Use Force Plate State and End points to ensure all data from Force 

Plate 
%is captured in Regression Analysis 
%Use FSR "Heel_Off" point for intermediate start and end points 

  

  
do_debug = false; 

  

  
%% Make a plot of data for debugging 

  
if do_debug 

     
    % Make plots here 

     
end 

  
%% Pull out regression data for Heel Data 

  
%Specifically trying to match Peak1 of the Data 

  
%FIND INTERVAL from START to PEAK, using FP data 
Heel_On_toPeak = Index_max_Peak1-Index_FP_Start_Step;  

  
%FIND INTERVAL  from PEAK to END heel data 
%Heel_Off chosen by user 
Peakto_Heel_Off = Index_FP_min - Index_max_Peak1;  

  
%Define Index for FSR Heel Data  
%Define data collection interval by starting from peak value, and going 
%forward and backwards in time a specific interval before peak,  
    %"Heel_On_toPeak" and "Peakto_Heel_Off"  
Index_FSR_Heel_On = Index_max_Heel - Heel_On_toPeak; 
Index_FSR_Heel_Off = Index_max_Heel + Peakto_Heel_Off; 

  
%Define Index for Force Plate Data 
Index_FP_Heel_On = Index_max_Peak1 - Heel_On_toPeak;  
Index_FP_Heel_Off = Index_max_Peak1 + Peakto_Heel_Off; 
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%Define data points that fit the specific length of interval as 

specified above 
% Note, using data that has not been filtered.  
FSR_reg_data_Heel = Heel(Index_FSR_Heel_On:Index_FSR_Heel_Off); 
FP_reg_data_Heel = GRF(Index_FP_Heel_On:Index_FP_Heel_Off); 
Reg_time_Heel = 0.005*(1:length(FP_reg_data_Heel)); 

  

  
%% Pull out Regression data for Front Foot, Use same format as Heel 

Data 

  
%Specifically trying to match Peak2 of the Data 

  
%FIND INTERVAL from Start to PEAK, *Have to use Toe Data 
Toe_On_toPeak = Index_max_Peak2 - Index_FP_min; 

  
%FIND INTERVAL  from PEAK to END, using FP data 
Peakto_Toe_Off = Index_FP_End_Step - Index_max_Peak2;  

  
%Define Index for FSR Heel Data  
%Define data collection interval by starting from peak value, and going 
%forward and backwards in time a specific interval before peak,  
    %"Heel_On_toPeak" and "Peakto_Heel_Off"  
Index_FSR_Toe_On = Index_max_Toe - Toe_On_toPeak; 
Index_FSR_Toe_Off = Index_max_Toe + Peakto_Toe_Off; 

  
%Define Index for Force Plate Data 
Index_FP_Toe_On = Index_max_Peak2 - Toe_On_toPeak;  
Index_FP_Toe_Off = Index_max_Peak2 + Peakto_Toe_Off; 

  
%Define appropriate interval for Rear Foot predicted data that 

continues through 
%front foot data. Same interval as Front Foot data and define data from 

Heel 
% FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval = 

Heel(Index_FSR_Toe_On:Index_FSR_Toe_Off); 

  
%Define data points for the intervals specified above, use chan0 (front 

foot data) 
FSR_reg_data_Toe = Toe(Index_FSR_Toe_On:Index_FSR_Toe_Off); 
FP_reg_data_Toe = GRF(Index_FP_Toe_On:Index_FP_Toe_Off); 
Reg_time_Toe = 0.005*(1:length(FP_reg_data_Toe)); 

  
%Length of FP step using FP start and end points 
Length_FP_Step_wFSRdata = length(Index_FP_Heel_On:Index_FP_Toe_Off); 
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Master_Regression_Analysis.m 

function [Predicted_Heel, FP_Predicted_Heel_inToe_Interval, FP_Toe_Only, 

Predicted_Toe, Max_Pred_Heel, Index_Max_Pred_Heel]... 
    = Master_Regression_Analysis(FSR_reg_data_Heel, 

FP_reg_data_Heel, ... 
    FSR_reg_data_Toe, FP_reg_data_Toe, Index_FSR_Heel_On ) 

  
FP_Predicted_Heel_inToe_Interval = 0; 
FP_Toe_Only = 0;  

  
%% Perform linear regression on FSR data using data from FP for Heel 

Foot 

  
%creat matrix for calibration equations, x1 is FSR regression data, 

with a 
%second column filled with ones. More info on derivation of equations 

found 
%in notebook on page 19-21 

  
% x1 is the FSR data for regression analysis 
x1 = [FSR_reg_data_Heel ones(size(FSR_reg_data_Heel))]; 

  
% y1 is the FP data for regression analysis 
y1 = FP_reg_data_Heel; 

  
%M is the slope and y-intercept values to be calculated, 2x1 matrix 
M1 = inv(x1'*x1)*x1'*y1; 

  
%Compute predicted values for FSR data based on FP data collected  
Predicted_Heel = FSR_reg_data_Heel.*M1(1) + 

ones(length(FSR_reg_data_Heel(:,1)),1).*M1(2); 

  
[Max_Pred_Heel, Index_Max_Pred_Heel_1] = max(Predicted_Heel); 

  
Index_Max_Pred_Heel = Index_Max_Pred_Heel_1 + Index_FSR_Heel_On; 

  
%% Find Predicted FSR data in RF during FF interval to subtract from 

Force Plate Forces 

  
%Heel data during Toe Interval = FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval   
%"FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval" Found in Function: 

"Master_Data_for_Regression.m" 

  
%NOTE: Perfrom regression analysis on Heel Data in Toe Interval to get 

values in 
%Newtons that we can subtract from original Force Plate data and 

correlate 
%Toe Data to appropriate %of Force Plate force applied by the Toe 

Sensor 

  
%Use data interval for Toe, but still use M1 and M2 found for Heel Data 
%Predicted Heel data in Newtons during Toe interval 
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% FP_Predicted_Heel_inToe_Interval = 

FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval.*M1(1) + 

ones(length(FSR_reg_data_Heel_inToe_Interval(:,1)),1).*M1(2); 

  

  
%% Perform linear regression on FSR data using data from FP for Toe 

Foot 

  
%Take predicted Heel force plate values out of Force Plate data for 
%regression analysis with front foot. 
% FP_Toe_Only = FP_reg_data_Toe - FP_Predicted_Heel_inToe_Interval;   

  
%TRY NOT taking out Heel data, no longer seems to be a significant 

factor. 

  
% x2 = [All_reg_data_FF ones(length(All_reg_data_FF(:,1)),1)]; 
x2 = [FSR_reg_data_Toe ones(size(FSR_reg_data_Toe))]; 

  
%Y is the FP regression data %!!This value is now, FULL FP VALUE!! 
y2 = FP_reg_data_Toe; 

  
%M is the slope and y-intercept values to be calculated, 2x1 matrix 
M2 = inv(x2'*x2)*x2'*y2; 

  
%Predicting FP values using FSR data 
Predicted_Toe = FSR_reg_data_Toe.*M2(1) + 

ones(length(FSR_reg_data_Toe(:,1)),1).*M2(2); 
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Walking_process_steps.m 

%% Send Walking data to an excel file 

  
load Subject8_walking.mat 

  
chan0 = values(:,1); 
chan1 = values(:,2); 
Buzzer_Low = values(:,3); 
Buzzer_High = values(:,4); 

  
[Toe, Heel] = Master_Data_To_Volts(chan0, chan1); 

  
[filt_Toe, filt_Heel] = Master_filter(Toe, Heel); 

  
%Divide walking trial into 10 equal intervals 

  
% Length_Walk = length (chan0); 
%  
%  
% Int_Length = Length_Walk/10; 

  

  
length = length(filt_Heel); 
time1 = (0:length-1); 
time = time1'; 

  

  
%% 
% Find Peaks, above 15, wait 150ms to search again. 

  
[Peaks, Peaks_Index] = findpeaks(filt_Heel, 'minpeakheight', 0.04, 

'minpeakdistance', 90); 

  
Peaks = Peaks'; 
Peaks_Index = Peaks_Index'; 

  
plot(time, filt_Heel, 'b') 
hold on 
plot(time(Peaks_Index), filt_Heel(Peaks_Index),  'xk') 

  
%% 
% If a value equals -1, set that value to zero. 

  
Buzzer_Low(Buzzer_Low<0) = 0; 

  
Buzzer_Low(Buzzer_Low>1) = 1;  

  
Buzzer_High(Buzzer_High<0) = 0; 

  
Buzzer_High(Buzzer_High>1) = 1;  
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%% 
%Use intervals of 60 steps 

  
%Define ten intervals for measuring Low data 
Int1_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(1):Peaks_Index(60)); 
Int2_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(61):Peaks_Index(120)); 
Int3_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(121):Peaks_Index(180)); 
Int4_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(181):Peaks_Index(240)); 
Int5_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(241):Peaks_Index(300)); 
Int6_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(301):Peaks_Index(360)); 
Int7_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(361):Peaks_Index(420)); 
Int8_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(421):Peaks_Index(480)); 
Int9_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(481):Peaks_Index(540)); 
Int10_Low = Buzzer_Low(Peaks_Index(541):Peaks_Index(600)); 

  

  
%Define ten intervals for measuring High data 
Int1_High = Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(1):Peaks_Index(60)); 
Int2_High = Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(61):Peaks_Index(120)); 
Int3_High = Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(121):Peaks_Index(180)); 
Int4_High= Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(181):Peaks_Index(240)); 
Int5_High= Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(241):Peaks_Index(300)); 
Int6_High= Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(301):Peaks_Index(360)); 
Int7_High= Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(361):Peaks_Index(420)); 
Int8_High= Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(421):Peaks_Index(480)); 
Int9_High= Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(481):Peaks_Index(540)); 
Int10_High = Buzzer_High(Peaks_Index(541):Peaks_Index(600)); 

  

  
%% 
%Sum each Interval, then divide by buzzer length to get number of 

feedback 
%activations, 200 ms 

  
Sum_Int1_Low = sum(Int1_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int2_Low = sum(Int2_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int3_Low = sum(Int3_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int4_Low = sum(Int4_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int5_Low = sum(Int5_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int6_Low = sum(Int6_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int7_Low = sum(Int7_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int8_Low = sum(Int8_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int9_Low = sum(Int9_Low)/30; 
Sum_Int10_Low = sum(Int10_Low)/30; 

  
%Sum of activations for High buzzer activation, 400 ms 

  
Sum_Int1_High = sum(Int1_High)/50; 
Sum_Int2_High = sum(Int2_High)/50; 
Sum_Int3_High = sum(Int3_High)/50; 
Sum_Int4_High = sum(Int4_High)/50; 
Sum_Int5_High = sum(Int5_High)/50; 
Sum_Int6_High = sum(Int6_High)/50; 
Sum_Int7_High = sum(Int7_High)/50; 
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Sum_Int8_High = sum(Int8_High)/50; 
Sum_Int9_High = sum(Int9_High)/50; 
Sum_Int10_High = sum(Int10_High)/50; 

  
 %% 
%put values into one vector to graph in a bar graph 

  
Sums_Low = [ Sum_Int1_Low; Sum_Int2_Low; Sum_Int3_Low; Sum_Int4_Low; 

Sum_Int5_Low; Sum_Int6_Low;... 
            Sum_Int7_Low; Sum_Int8_Low; Sum_Int9_Low; Sum_Int10_Low]; 

  
Sum_of_Low = sum(Sums_Low) 

  
Sums_High = [ Sum_Int1_High; Sum_Int2_High; Sum_Int3_High; 

Sum_Int4_High; Sum_Int5_High; ...   
            Sum_Int6_High; Sum_Int7_High; Sum_Int8_High; Sum_Int9_High; 

Sum_Int10_High]; 

         
Sum_of_High = sum(Sums_High)         

         
Sums_Total = [ Sum_Int1_Low+Sum_Int1_High; Sum_Int2_Low+Sum_Int2_High; 

Sum_Int3_Low+Sum_Int3_High;... 
            Sum_Int4_Low+Sum_Int4_High; Sum_Int5_Low+Sum_Int5_High; 

Sum_Int6_Low+Sum_Int6_High;... 
            Sum_Int7_Low+Sum_Int7_High; Sum_Int8_Low+Sum_Int8_High; 

Sum_Int9_Low+Sum_Int9_High;... 
            Sum_Int10_Low+Sum_Int10_High]; 

         
Sum_of_Total = sum(Sums_Total)         

  
%% Plot sums in a bar graph, Just Low Activation, Just High Activation, 

then both  
figure(2)         
Bar_Low = bar(Sums_Low); 
title('Number of Feedback activations that were below 50%') 
xlabel('Minutes') 

  
figure(3) 
Bar_High = bar(Sums_High); 
title('Number of Feedback activations that were above 75%') 
xlabel('Minutes') 

  
figure(4) 
Bar_Total = bar(Sums_Total); 
title('Number of Total Feedback activations') 
xlabel('Minutes') 
%  
% figure(5) 
% plot(time, filt_Heel, 'b') 
% hold on 
% plot(time, Buzzer_Low, 'og',time, Buzzer_High,  'or')  
 

%% Save Data 
 save Subject8_processed_walking_Steps.mat 
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APPENDIX D 

Protocol for “Smart Shoe” Device with Feedback 

I. Gait Lab Setup: 

a. Turn Power on to cameras in gait lab via power button on back of black box on 

computer cart 

b. Log into computer 

c. Create folder for subject in research folder. R:\Expt369 

i. Copy necessary files into folder: 

  
d. Open Evart Software,  

i. load gaitlab default file from appropriate subject folder. 

ii. Connect to cameras 

iii. Click “Run” button 

iv. Set trial name: Subject#_Run1_’n’ 

v. Software will auto increment ‘n’, ensure ‘n’ is set to 1 at start of testing 

vi. Set collection time to 5 seconds 

e. Setup Velocity tracking system 

i. Marker blocks are in a wooden box on shelf.  

ii. Install one block on each side of gait lab at position 2 and 3.  

 
iii. Turn on velocity tracking system.  

iv. Adjust tracking system to measure from position 2 to position 3.  
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v. Operator will need to record velocity after each trial and reset system 

before next trial.  

f. Setup Force Plate 

i. Two switches on right should be switched to “operate”. Flip once to 

operate, back to reset, then back to operate to ensure the plates have 

been reset before testing.  

ii. Operator will reset force plates after every couple trials to avoid drift. 

iii. (operate -> reset -> operate)  

 

II. Lap top Setup 

a. Turn on Laptop 

b. Create subject folder which will later be transferred to R:\Expt369.  

i. Copy necessary files to folder: 

ii.  
c. Change current directory in Matlab to subject folder just created 

i. CollectData will be used to link to blue tooth.  

ii. Inputs from Operator:  

1. length of trial in Seconds  

2. file name data is saved to Subject#_Run1_’n’ 

3. Must change ‘n’ after each trial, 1-10. 

iii. Plots.m can be used to view trial immediately after collection. This will 

verify accurate sensor placement. 

iv. Inputs from Operator: 

1. Name of saved trial to load  

III. Shoe Setup 

a. Ask subject to remove right shoe. 

b. Remove insole from right shoe if possible.  

c. Fix force sensors in shoe using athletic tape 

i. FSR 1 is fixed at heel impact 

ii. FSR 2 is fixed at ball of foot under first metatarsal  
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d. Have subject put shoe back on carefully and lace back up.  

e. Turn device on by plugging in 2-pin connector  

 
f. Have subject secure the device around their waist by tying belt 

g. Plug in FSR sensor wires into device. 

i. Blue wire connects to blue wire, (blue wire is closest to the subject) 

 
h. Do not attach feedback motors at this point. 

i. Ask subject to walk a few lengths of the gait lab to allow sensors to settle into 

the shoe and ensure the subject does not feel any discomfort from the sensors. 

(The subject should not be able to feel the sensors in their shoe) 

IV. Testing – Phase 1 (walking trials for calibration) 

a. Ten walking trials will be collected 

b. Data will be collected from: 

i. Force Plate (via EVART)  

1. File saved as: Subject#_Run1_’n’ 

ii. Velocity (via velocity tracking system) 

1. Reset system before testing and in between each trial 

iii. FSRs (via Bluetooth system and laptop) 

1. File saved as: Subject#_Run1_’n’ 

c. When subject is ready, click run button in CollectData code 
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i. May take several seconds to connect to blue tooth. 

ii. If error occurs because blue tooth could not connect, click run again, it 

will usually connect the second time. 

d. When Matlab outputs “Connected”, tell subject to begin walking, and click 

“Record” button in EVART software. 

e. Watch subject to ensure right foot hits appropriate force plate. (May use force 

plate 1 or 2, we used Force plate 2 because Force plate 1 was broken, this was 

good for the women in the study because of their shorter stride). 

f. After both laptop and EVART are done recording, record velocity. (use excel 

sheet and pen to record) 

g. Reset force plate and velocity tracking system 

h. Update file name to be saved in Matlab, Subject#_Run1_’n’ 

i. EVART should auto increment the file number ‘n’. 

j. Run plots code to ensure accurate sensor placement. Should see definitive heel 

and toe strikes from sensors.  

k. Record average peak force for FSR sensors 

l. Repeat steps c through i. Collect Ten trials 

i. May want to run plots.m occasionally to check that viable data is being 

collected. 

m. After ten trials have been collected subject may have a seat while data is 

analyzed. 

V. Testing – Phase 2 (10 minute walk) 

a. Find average heel peak value over ten trials.  

b. Ask subject to remove Device from waist.  

i. Plug Arduino into computer.  

ii. Update Heel_Peak value in code:  Shoe2.pde.  

iii. Upload to Arduino.  

c. Subject may tie device back around waist. 

d. Operator will instruct Subject of next step in testing: 

“We will now be going up to Rec Hall for a Ten minute walking session. Based on the 

data I’ve just collected, we have programmed the device to provide feedback based on 

the force of your heel strike. Once we get to the walking area I will attach a small 

feedback motor to the device. The motor can either be tucked under the belt or tapped 

to the subject’s shirt or skin, which ever you prefer so that you can comfortably feel the 

feedback. The goal is to lessen the forces applied to the heel during heel strike. Try 

adjust your walk so that your heel strike force falls between 50-75% of your typical heel 

strike force. This will mean a slight offloading of the heel during walking. If your heel 

strike is less than 50% or greater than 75% the feedback mechanism will be activated to 

inform you. You may get a lot of feedback at the beginning of the walking session but it 

should lessen over time as you practice. Any questions?” 
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e. Move to Rec Hall. Bring laptop, an extra battery, and USB arduino cord.  

i. The concrete area above the basketball courts in the main gym works 

well for this testing phase. 

f. Once in testing area, plug feedback motors into device and secure to subject. 

(using tape or just tucking it into the belt) 

g. Open CollectData.m  

i. Allow subject to begin walking with feedback.  

ii. Collect for about 20-30 seconds to ensure good sensor placement and 

connectivity. Can also see if subject is significantly under/over loading. 

iii. Adjust time to 600 seconds (10 minutes), begin recording. 

h. After 10 minute trial unplug feedback motors from device and return to gait lab. 

 

VI. Testing – Phase 3 (walking without feedback) 

a. Ten walking trials will be collected 

b. Ask subject to walk as they were when feedback was being provided, trying to 

maintain the heel strike force range of 50-75% of their peak. 

c. Data will be collected from: 

i. Force Plate (via EVART) 

1. File saved as: Subject#_Run2_’n’ 

ii. Velocity (via velocity tracking system) 

1. Reset system before testing and in between each trial 

iii. FSRs (via Bluetooth system and laptop) 

1. File saved as: Subject#_Run2_’n’ 

d. When subject is ready, click run button in CollectData code 

i. May take several seconds to connect to blue tooth. 

ii. If error occurs because blue tooth could not connect, click run again, it 

will usually connect the second time. 

e. When Matlab outputs “Connected”, tell subject to begin walking, and click 

“Record” button in EVART software. 

f. Watch subject to ensure right foot hits appropriate force plate. (May use force 

plate 1 or 2, we used Force plate 2 because Force plate 1 was broken, this was 

good for the women in the study because of their shorter stride). 

g. After both laptop and EVART are done recording, record velocity. (use excel 

sheet and pen to record) 

h. Reset force plate and velocity tracking system 

i. Update file name to be saved in Matlab, Subject#_Run2_’n’ 

j. EVART should auto increment the file number ‘n’. 

k. Run plots code to ensure accurate sensor placement. Should see definitive heel 

and toe strikes from sensors.  If subject is significantly offloading the heel, the 

operator may not see good heel peaks.  

l. Repeat steps d through j. Collect Ten trials 
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i. May want to run plots.m occasionally to check that viable data is being 

collected. 

m. Testing is now complete.  

n. Subject may remove device from waist and right shoe. 

o. Carefully remove sensors from shoe.  

p. Subject is free to go. 

 

VII. Wrap Up: 

a. EVART: 

i. Pause cameras 

ii. File>save project 

iii. Disconnect cameras 

iv. Shut down program.  

v. Log off computer 

vi. Turn off black camera box 

b. Force Plates & Velocity Tracker 

i. Reset switches to “reset” 

ii. Turn of Velocity Tracker box on wall 

iii. Return velocity markers to wooden box and put box away 

c. Laptop 

i. All files should be saved 

ii. Move files to R:\Expt369 and delete from laptop. These are subject files 

and need to be stored in a secure location. 

 

Trouble shooting: 

- If dropping a lot of packets, ensure battery is at full power. Battery will get very 

warm when losing power. Connect multimeter to V and Gnd pins on circuit board. 

Reading should be around 4.92 V. 
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APPENDIX E 

Subject 2 

 

 

 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

2 1 0.4747 683 1198.2 685 1087.2 700 1.42

2 0.5942 710 1126.1 713 1082.6 735 1.457

3 0.4651 826 1044.5 828 1063.1 874 1.425

4 0.4049 717 1150.5 717 1149.8 788 1.489

5 0.4867 714 1089.3 717 1081.8 727 1.485

6 0.5043 784 1226.9 784 1163 857 1.486

7 0.361 650 1186.6 658 1108 545 1.472

8 0.5188 653 1297.5 655 1118.4 584 1.484

9 0.3634 657 1138.6 657 1097.4 628 1.451

10 0.3216 626 1083.2 628 1055.3 635 1.459

Average= 0.44947 1154.14 1100.66 1.4628

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

2 1 0.3221 639 1243.5 640 1136.7 621 1.479

2 0.1999 469 1243 469 1083.6 539 1.481

3 0.2961 514 1042.5 502 1117 581 1.5

4 0.225 620 1168.7 618 1171 650 1.49

5 0.3308 698 1322.5 700 1178 654 1.508

6 0.3046 637 1277.7 637 1157 683 1.518

7 0.1028 698 1264.5 699 1095 675 1.47

8 0.1299 704 1338 708 1182 693 1.52

9 0.1378 581 1384 579 1230 676 1.55

10 0.1591 595 1400 597 1223 609 1.53

Average= 0.22081 1268.44 1157.33 1.5046

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 3 

 

 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

3 1 0.7245 698 1037 699 986.8154 664 1.385

2 0.6061 755 1025 756 972.0482 797 1.434

3 0.6339 723 966.6216 724 1014 742 1.369

4 0.6396 551 971.3987 556 892.7353 703 1.426

5 0.6424 733 1121 734 985.8568 794 1.416

6 0.5299 721 1056 721 1009 757 1.441

7 0.4949 760 1014 763 924.032 817 1.442

8 0.6111 690 975.9358 691 929.6225 760 1.42

9 0.5445 708 1043 709 966.0456 663 1.424

10 0.4687 662 1013 663 1009 713 1.385

Average= 0.58956 1022.29561 968.91558 1.4142

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

3 1 0.5371 735 924.9294 735 890.1788 702 1.484

2 0.4418 733 1100 735 1078 746 1.411

3 0.3118 720 947.5098 722 900.7294 734 1.438

4 0.2888 575 953.5062 562 908.6327 663 1.4

5 0.2409 569 1170 570 898.4233 762 1.395

6 0.2073 710 953.8838 710 781.1152 715 1.372

7 0.3838 748 855.0873 757 916.5883 786 1.41

8 0.344 543 764.63 548 869.6379 721 1.393

9 0.2915 594 958.3471 596 955.1383 745 1.388

10 0.5075 688 947.073 689 862.0272 636 1.427

Average= 0.35545 957.49666 906.04711 1.4118

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 4 

 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

4 1 0.9638 668 1611 670 1623 732 1.514

2 0.6519 562 1507 558 1513 673 1.515

3 0.6876 818 1644 816 1472 718 1.488

4 0.6829 676 1480 675 1464 788 1.463

5 0.7787 711 1491 712 1496 563 1.449

6 0.6885 634 1367 637 1414 691 1.362

7 0.6465 546 1600 542 1581 695 1.435

8 0.7108 636 1333 637 1394 672 1.435

9 0.7505 662 1497 662 1497 793 1.46

10 0.7812 616 1496 618 1509 677 1.43

Average= 0.73424 1502.6 1496.3 1.4551

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

4 1 0.4317 656 1485 656 1337 760 1.34

2 0.4457 641 1470 642 1455 747 1.294

3 0.4622 661 1594 659 1435 768 1.239

4 0.4543 472 1364 473 1315 786 1.27

5 0.3929 675 1295 676 1334 724 1.243

6 0.3116 698 1551 687 1346 766 1.203

7 0.3794 662 1696 659 1397 789 1.225

8 0.3172 625 1159 626 1267 720 1.217

9 0.3317 684 1463 684 1340 825 1.319

10 0.3775 636 1517 638 1377 700 1.258

Average= 0.39042 1459.4 1360.3 1.2608

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 5 

 

 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

5 1 0.2604 821 1253 821 1221 823 1.425

2 0.2178 751 1223 758 1209 770 1.393

3 0.2532 794 1136 795 1067 790 1.356

4 0.2434 767 1276 769 1134 740 1.43

5 0.2536 716 1410 716 1178 730 1.45

6 0.1813 839 1014 836 1015 707 1.43

7 0.2365 750 1253 746 1179 704 1.45

8 0.2223 767 1197 768 1129 718 1.536

9 0.1351 681 1133 697 1142 707 1.43

10 0.3053 687 1140 687 1108 678 1.451

Average= 0.23089 1203.5 1138.2 1.4351

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

5 1 0.1733 658 1313 659 1176 675 1.372

2 0.2239 692 1265 689 1096 679 1.464

3 0.131 599 1098 600 1052 804 1.386

4 0.2759 687 1251 688 1094 700 1.441

5 0.1654 502 1134 503 1044 696 1.345

6 0.1573 493 1279 495 1077 673 1.446

7 0.1255 678 1201 680 1164 690 1.45

8 0.114 344 1167 344 1228 638 1.489

9 0.146 690 1348 691 1107 682 1.469

10 0.2003 502 1332 504 1196 703 1.435

Average= 0.17126 1238.8 1123.4 1.4297

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 6 

 

 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

6 1 0.1882 543 1247 545 1162 614 1.455

2 0.2297 666 1345 668 1255 666 1.441

3 0.2062 549 1347 550 1244 630 1.464

4 0.2342 607 1170 604 1204 636 1.458

5 0.2686 487 1378 487 1240 509 1.51

6 0.2777 626 1178 625 1093 721 1.485

7 0.2311 529 1506 530 1237 589 1.424

8 0.2781 554 1505 556 1312 596 1.529

9 0.3239 538 1419 541 1294 616 1.421

10 0.1975 537 1302 543 1142 603 1.443

Average= 0.24352 1339.7 1218.3 1.463

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

6 1 0.2514 377 1243 380 1201 562 1.505

2 0.2406 512 1220 507 1153 574 1.532

3 0.3152 459 1027 466 1051 493 1.423

4 0.249 484 1113 485 1019 514 1.434

5 0.2014 543 1089 543 994 612 1.421

6 0.2266 544 1027 545 960 597 1.314

7 0.2101 720 1038 720 1011 846 1.439

8 0.1867 520 1002 526 961 503 1.422

9 0.2515 560 1108 560 964 571 1.54

10 0.1163 570 975.1063 571 998 608 1.395

Average= 0.22488 1084.21063 1031.1712 1.4425

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 7 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

7 1 0.3872 680 1668 680 1426 676 1.579

2 0.2372 499 1676 500 1466 622 1.597

3 0.3388 660 1650 659 1623 630 1.566

4 0.385 629 1625 630 1573 625 1.595

5 0.2375 622 1573 624 1406 590 1.572

6 0.2492 666 1978 669 1643 655 1.639

7 0.2499 638 1680 639 1442 647 1.589

8 0.3379 663 1678 664 1553 655 1.632

9 0.3551 606 1476 607 1478 589 1.605

10 0.3402 679 1690 678 1450 607 1.612

Average= 0.3118 1669.4 1506 1.5986

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

7 1 0.3572 664 1675 664 1559 620 1.624

2 0.2924 617 1951 616 1660 628 1.678

3 0.3519 632 1792 633 1576 643 1.726

4 0.2587 662 1736 658 1605 641 1.696

5 0.2459 723 1763 724 1488 677 1.705

6 0.2928 621 1704 624 1546 661 1.597

7 0.4303 630 1745 630 1568 705 1.699

8 0.2868 737 1709 738 1549 677 1.618

9 0.3184 634 1720 635 1564 681 1.635

10 0.3103 591 1618 587 1528 624 1.637

Average= 0.31447 1741.3 1564.3 1.6615

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 8 

 

 

 

  

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

8 1 0.4576 710 1526 711 1331 637 1.635

2 0.2368 732 1658 732 1525 662 1.685

3 0.2101 715 1876 717 1456 709 1.607

4 0.1718 685 1615 695 1496 711 1.716

5 0.3052 687 1720 689 1543 690 1.709

6 0.2148 752 1543 754 1437 705 1.717

7 0.2293 714 1722 716 1409 713 1.697

8 0.3361 726 1741 727 1508 730 1.737

9 0.2549 734 1507 735 1385 615 1.713

10 0.3388 673 1386 673 1308 647 1.761

Average= 0.27554 1629.4 1439.8 1.6977

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

8 1 0.1249 715 1777 714 1537 649 1.693

2 0.2573 747 1670 747 1414 702 1.689

3 0.311 683 1742 683 1488 650 1.658

4 0.2205 663 1675 663 1466 701 1.606

5 0.2441 641 1652 642 1431 641 1.64

6 0.1896 703 1529 704 1355 766 1.622

7 0.1585 704 1777 704 1603 708 1.645

8 0.1342 637 1860 637 1485 686 1.655

9 0.1306 646 1731 648 1436 686 1.652

10 0.2037 655 1804 650 1619 729 1.654

Average= 0.19744 1721.7 1483.4 1.6514

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Subject 9 

 

 

 

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

9 1 0.5764 584 1536 585 1284 623 1.554

2 0.3318 537 1469 539 1308 609 1.651

3 0.373 514 1406 515 1170 559 1.584

4 0.4239 705 1510 706 1276 670 1.579

5 0.3228 550 1343 552 1176 601 1.632

6 0.4907 502 1509 504 1245 549 1.618

7 0.3534 559 1402 561 1161 597 1.589

8 0.3996 524 1597 525 1265 580 1.594

9 0.185 544 1486 544 1305 593 1.547

10 0.5372 533 1588 533 1347 598 1.591

Average= 0.39938 1484.6 1253.7 1.5939

Subject Trial
Session 1

Max FSR (V) Index FSR Max FSR (N) Index Max FSR Max FP (N) Index Max FP Velocity (m/s)

9 1 0.1549 647 1349 649 1133 638 1.493

2 0.1691 669 1199 668 1078 660 1.478

3 0.1022 644 1185 645 1054 514 1.419

4 0.1992 580 1661 582 1107 597 1.458

5 0.1851 756 1100 755 1056 703 1.388

6 0.1747 602 1302 602 1035 625 1.455

7 0.2131 645 1246 646 1005 653 1.458

8 0.1991 682 1267 683 1117 632 1.436

9 0.2281 643 1396 644 1075 656 1.371

10 0.2135 594 1226 594 1132 648 1.435

Average= 0.1839 1293.1 1079.2 1.4391

Subject Trial
Session 2
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Number of Feedback Activations during Walking Session: Subjects 2-9 

  Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 

Interval Low High Total Low High Total Low High Total Low High Total 

1 68.6 64.8 133.4 92.2 18.2 110.5 58.8 17.0 75.8 121.0 17.1 138.1 

2 78.8 56.1 134.9 91.0 8.6 99.6 61.7 22.8 84.6 129.5 8.2 137.6 

3 96.5 28.3 124.8 91.7 2.5 94.2 78.9 4.8 83.8 133.4 3.9 137.2 

4 89.7 29.5 119.2 76.9 19.7 96.6 79.1 2.3 81.3 127.4 11.8 139.2 

5 116.5 5.2 121.7 86.1 26.8 112.9 86.0 0.0 86.0 132.5 4.4 137.0 

6 115.4 5.2 120.6 98.3 0.0 98.3 93.5 0.0 93.5 115.5 14.8 130.4 

7 92.8 22.6 115.4 118.5 0.0 118.5 99.9 3.4 103.4 124.1 3.9 128.1 

8 110.5 9.4 119.9 121.9 1.2 123.0 69.7 4.6 74.3 132.1 2.6 134.6 

9 95.6 13.9 109.5 116.6 0.0 116.6 75.7 5.3 81.0 127.5 3.6 131.1 

10 111.9 3.9 115.8 125.6 0.0 125.6 91.0 2.3 93.3 114.4 2.4 116.8 

 

  Subject 6 Subject 7 Subject 8 Subject 9 

Interval Low High Total Low High Total Low High Total Low High Total 

1 96.8 20.7 117.5 113.5 23.2 136.6 117.6 11.4 129.0 113.5 23.2 136.7 

2 99.2 20.2 119.3 78.9 59.4 138.3 104.6 18.5 123.1 117.6 19.9 137.5 

3 87.0 27.6 114.7 101.7 44.6 146.3 116.2 12.3 128.4 117.2 22.8 140.0 

4 98.5 18.1 116.5 84.9 37.1 122.0 129.4 4.7 134.1 132.9 19.6 152.4 

5 99.2 22.0 121.1 83.6 57.5 141.0 118.2 7.5 125.6 112.7 21.7 134.4 

6 102.8 19.5 122.3 120.9 32.4 153.3 116.1 5.7 121.8 111.3 26.5 137.8 

7 92.9 26.1 119.0 110.9 24.4 135.2 106.8 8.9 115.7 127.9 15.4 143.2 

8 98.4 18.5 116.9 131.3 19.2 150.5 112.3 7.5 119.8 130.3 11.5 141.8 

9 99.0 21.0 120.0 111.5 16.6 128.1 110.9 10.0 120.9 131.5 12.4 143.9 

10 115.3 11.5 126.8 120.9 15.9 136.8 114.9 12.2 127.1 132.8 7.9 140.7 
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Subject 2, Session 1: 

 

 

Subject 2, Session 2: 
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Subject 3, Session 1: 

 

 

Subject 3, Session 2: 
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Subject 4, Session 1: 

 

Subject 4, Session 2: 
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Subject 5, Session 1: 

 

 

Subject 5, Session 2: 
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Subject 6, Session 1: 

 

 

 

Subject 6, Session 2: 
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Subject 7, Session 1: 

 

 

Subject 7, Session 2: 
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Subject 8, Session 1: 

 

 

 

Subject 8, Session 2: 
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Subject 9, Session 1: 

 

 

 

Subject 9, Session 2: 
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Bar graphs of feedback activations for walking session of each subject 
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Subject 4 
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Subject 8 
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Regression Plots of High Activations over walking session for each subject 
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